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Abstract
The problem of navigating a robot body through a terrain whose model is a 
priori known is well-solved problem in many cases. Comparatively, a lesser number 
of research results have been reported about the navigation problem in unknown ter­
rains i.e., the terrains whose model are not a priori known. The focus of our work is 
to obtain an algorithmic framework that yields algorithms to solve certain naviga­
tional problems in unknown terrains. We consider a finite-sized two-dimensional ter­
rain populated by a finite set of obstacles 0 = { 0 i , 0 2 ,  ' ' ,0„ }, where O,- is a simple 
polygon with a finite number of vertices. Consider a circular body R , of diameter 
feO, capable of translational and rotational motions. R houses a computational device 
with storage capability. Additionally, R  is equipped with a sensor system capable of 
detecting all visible vertices and edges. We consider two generic problems of naviga­
tion in unknown terrains: the Visit Problem, VP , and the Terrain model acquisition 
Problem, TP. In the visit problem, R is required to visit a sequence of destination 
points ^ 1,^2» ■ ■ ■ in the specified order. In the terrain model acquisition problem, 
R  is required to acquire the model of the terrain so that it can navigate to any destina­
tion without using sensors and by using only the path planning algorithms of known 
terrains. We present a unified algorithmic framework that yields correct algorithms to 
solve both VP and TP . In this framework, R ’simulates’ a graph exploration algo­
rithm on an incrementally-constructible graph structure, called the navigation course, 
that satisfies the properties of finiteness, connectivity, terrain-visibility and local- 
constructibility. Additionally, we incorporate the incidental learning feature in our
xii
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solution to VP so as to enhance the performance. We consider solutions to VP and 
TP using navigation courses based two geometric structures, namely the visibility 
graph and the Voronoi diagram. In all the cases, we analyze the performance of the 
algorithms for VP and TP in terms of the number of scan operations, the distance 
traversed and the computational complexity.
xm




The theory of algorithms, traditionally, deals with the design and analysis of 
algorithms for computational devices such as the Random Access Stored Program 
(RASP) machine or the Turing machine (Aho, Hopcroft and Ulhnan (1974)). These 
computational devices are intended to be abstract models of real-life computers. An 
algorithm for an abstract machine, developed to solve a problem, depicts the ‘concep­
tual structure’ of the solution. And this structure is believed to retain, in a overall 
sense, its underlying characteristics when implemented on different computer systems. 
In general, the process of abstraction - involved in the development of an algorithm - 
helps us to avoid the system dependent details while still preserving the structure of 
the solution to the problem. These abstract algorithms are completely characterized 
by computational parameters such as the time complexity, space complexity, etc.
Recently, over the past ten years, there has been a growing interest in the design 
of algorithms for several robotic applications such as motion planning, computer 
vision, machine intelligence, etc, (to name a few). In particular, the area of algorithms 
for motion planning of robots has grown into a vast research area. Typically, this area 
deals with the algorithms that plan paths to navigate robot systems, either mobile 
robots or manipulators, from a source configuration to a destination configuration sub­
jected to certain motion constraints. See the books edited by Brady et al (1982) and 
Schwartz and Yap (1987) for a comprehensive treatment on these subjects. These
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works mainly deal with the cases where the terrain model is a priori known. In our 
attempts, we deal with the navigation of a simple mobile robot, equipped with an ideal 
sensoiy system, through a terrain whose model is not a priori known.
The main focus of this dissertation is to obtain an algorithmic framework that 
provides a basis for robot navigational algorithms in an unknown terrain, i.e., the ter­
rain whose model is not a priori known. In ‘spirit’, we attempt to follow the tradi­
tional area of algorithms in terms of dealing with an abstract framework. We make an 
attempt to formalize the scenario by considering the restricted versions of the terrains, 
the moving bodies and the sensor systems. Using these characterizations, we develop 
a framework in which we can generate algorithms to solve certain navigational prob­
lems in unknown terrains. Here we deal with the algorithms that are executed on an 
abstract and simplified version of a ‘mobile robot’. These algorithms are character­
ized by parameters such as the number of sensor operations, the distance traversed, 
and the computational complexity. We design algorithms for solving two generic 
navigational problems and analyze them in terms of these performance parameters. 
We believe that this is a modest beginning to a very challenging area which can be 
termed the design and analysis of sensor-based algorithms for the navigation of 
mobile robots.
1.2. Path-planning in Known Terrains
In the past decade, the problem of path planning of robots has emerged into a 
highly researched area. General issues in the area of robotics are discussed by Nilsson 
(1969). More specific issues of mobile robots are dealt with by Crowley (1985),
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Moravec (1981,1982), Thompson (1977), Weisbin et al (1986) and Jorgensen et al 
(1986). In general, this problem deals with the planning of a path for a moving body 
from a source configuration to a destination configuration such that the body avoids 
collisions with a set of specified obstacles (or walls) during the movement along the 
planned path. The moving body may be composed of polyhedra, in three-dimensional 
space, freely hinged at vertices. The obstacles may be polyhedra in three-dimensional 
space. Several versions of this problem are studied by a number of researchers, and 
these problems are collectively referred to by several names such as find-path or sofa 
movers problem, etc. An excellent survey of techniques for solving these problems is 
presented by Yap (1987) (see also Whitesides (1985) for an earlier survey). Some of 
the early seminal works in this area are by Lozano-Perez and Wesley (1979) and Reif 
(1979). Reif showed a PSPACE-hard lower bound inherent on the three-dimensional 
version of the problem, where the moving body is composed of freely hinged polyhe­
dra. He also established a polynomial algorithm for moving a single polyhedral body 
in three-dimensions with an error tolerance as a parameter. Lozano-Perez and Wesley 
(1979) showed that in a planar case, when the body has a fixed orientation, the plan­
ning problem is reduced to the motion of a point by using the growing obstacle 
method. Tliey also present heuristic methods for solving the general problem. The 
idea of growing the obstacles - possibly into a higher dimensional space - is employed 
earlier by Udupa (1977) in path planning for a 2-link planar arm. In general, the 
polyhedral obstacles may grow into objects in higher dimensional space, and these 
grown objects may be bounded by some arbitrary surfaces. Lozano-Perez (1983) and 
Brooks and Lozano-Perez (1985) present further developments of this notion. The
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
problem of finding the shortest paths (in some cases) was introduced by Lozano-Perez 
and Wesley (1979) and these issues are further developed by Sharir and Shorr (1984) 
and Akman (1986). The idea of ‘growing obstacles’ is put to an exact treatment by 
the seminal papers by Schwartz and Sharir (1983a, 1983b). Recently, Canny (1987) 
developed a single exponential algorithm for the generalized movers problem which is 
a significant and remarkable improvement over the double exponential algorithms of 
Schwartz and Sharir (1983b). Approaches similar to those of Schwartz and Sharir 
(1983b) have been used in the path planning of several disjoint discs, k-spiders, and 
rods (ladders) in three-dimensional terrains (Schwartz and Sharir (1983c); Schwartz 
and Sharir (1984)). The PSPACE lower bounds of Reif are extended to motion plan­
ning for /n-link arms in plane by Hopcroft, Joseph and Whitesides (1984,1985) (see 
also Kantabutra and Kosaraju (1984)). Some novel approaches have been taken for 
more specific cases. Hershberger and Guibas (1987) present a shortest path algorithm 
for a non-rotating convex body. Leven and Sharir (1987) present an efficient algo­
rithm for motion planning of ladder in two-dimensional cases. Papadimitriou (1985) 
presents a shortest path algorithm in three dimensions. Welzl (1985) presents an 
efficient algorithm for the construction of the visibility graph in two dimensions, 
which can be used for the motion planning of point robots and circular translating 
robots.
Another influential idea in the area of path-planning is the use of Voronoi 
diagrams. This idea is used by Rowat (1979) in heuristic motion planning in a digi­
tized space. Another heuristic motion planning algorithm based on similar notions is 
proposed by Brooks (1983) who calls the technique the generalized cones method.
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This notion is discussed in a rigorous framework by O’Dunlaing and Yap (1985), 
O’Dunlaing, Sharir, and Yap (1985, 1986, 1987). Yap (1987) explains that the tech­
nique used in these methods can be imagined to be belongirtg to a general framework 
called the retraction method for solving path planning problems. In particular, 
O’Dunlaing and Yap (1985) present a  method for moving a circular body through a 
terrain of polygonal walls. Motion planning for a rod is presented by O’Dunlaing, 
Sharir and Yap (1985, 1986). Yap (1984) uses this general method to present algo­
rithms for the motion of two or three discs. See Hopcroft, Schwartz and Sharir 
(1984), Spirakis and Yap (1984), and Hopcroft and Wilfong (1986) for discussion on 
coordinated motion planning.
There are several other important works in the area of motion planning problems 
in known terrains. The potential field approach of Khatib (1985) is very novel. Reif 
and Sharir (1985) discuss motion planning in the presence of moving obstacles. 
Motion planning in the terrains that are composed of several types of regions is dis­
cussed by Mitchell (1986).
In all the above approaches the terrain model is assumed to be available. A path 
is computed based on the entire global information of the terrain. Particularly, the 
path planning process does not involve sensor information, and the complete terrain 
model is available at the time of path planning. After a path is planned the robot ‘fol­
lows’ the planned path.
1.3. Navigation in Unknown Terrains
In unknown terrains, the terrain model is not available for path planning pur-
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
poses. The moving body here is equipped with a sensor system which obtains the 
information about the terrain in the immediate vicinity. For example, a vision system 
returns the information about the parts of the terrain that are visible to the robot. In 
the cases of a laser range finder or a sonar, the information obtained is in the form of 
discrete ‘distance probes’ in a set of specified directions. Similarly, the information 
returned by proximity sensors such as the tactile sensors, etc., is also localized within 
a proximity around the robot. The robot uses the sensor information to plan its course 
of navigation. Typically, the robot performs a sensor operation, computes its next 
point to move to, and then moves to the next point. This process is repeated until an 
objective such as a destination is reached. The robot makes the decisions based on the 
sensor data obtained so far, and it does not, in general, have the entire information 
about the terrain. This aspect is a clear distinction between the navigation in known 
and unknown terrains.
In comparison with the results dealing with the navigation in known terrains, 
relatively a smaller number of research results are reported dealing with the naviga­
tional problem in unknown terrains. The Fledge algorithm discussed in Abelson and 
diSessa (1980) enables a point body to move out of a two-dimensional maze using a 
‘touch’ type of sensing ability. Lumelsky and Stepanov (1986,1987) present methods 
for a point automaton to reach a destination point from a source point in two- 
dimensional terrains. In this case also, the point automaton is equipped with a touch 
type of sensing ability. We discuss these works in detail in Section 2.2. Lumelsky 
(1987a) extends the basic idea of this work to plan paths for two-dimensional manipu­
lator arms. See Lumelsky (1987b) for a comprehensive summary of this work. We
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are not aware of other works that deal with the provably correct algorithms for naviga­
tion in unknown terrains. This claim is supported by the following quote from Lumel­
sky and Stepanov (1987):
"In the context of robot path planning, works related to the model with incom­
plete information have primarily come from studies on autonomous vehicle navi­
gation; so far they have been limited to various heuristics".
There are a number of heuristic algorithms for the navigation in unknown terrains and 
these are briefly discussed in Section 2.2.
As noted earlier, navigation in unknown terrains is sensor-based and is 
significantly different from navigation in known terrains. Additionally, the charac­
teristics of the sensors significantly affect the solutions to the navigational problems. 
For instance, it is more difficult to navigate a robot using the information obtained by 
an unreliable sonar compared to using a full-fledged stereo vision system. Even at a 
theoretical level, the strategies that are to be used by a robot that ‘probes’ the terrain 
using tactile sensors or range finders seem to differ from those that are used by a robot 
equipped with a combination of stereo vision system and ranging system. In terms of 
the logical and algorithmic aspects, the important differences between navigation in 
unknown terrains and known terrains can be listed as follows:
(1) Locality of Information: Mostly, the sensor systems obtain the information 
about the terrain within the vicinity of a robot. The navigation algorithms based 
on such localized information are, in general, significantly different from the 
find-path algorithms that can access the entire global information of the terrain. 
In particular, attainment of global optimality in terms of say the distance
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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traversed etc., is in general not possible in sensor-based algorithms (Lumelsky 
and Stepanov (1987) express the same opinion). Note that such optimality cri­
terion is a major thrust of a number of find-path algorithms. Further, the sensor- 
based algorithms may occasionally lead the robot into localized traps; finally the 
robot will come out of the trap if it uses a proven algorithm for navigation.
(2) Incremental Planning: In known terrains, the navigation path is planned as 
a computational step (once at the beginning) and the robot follows the planned 
path. In unknown terrains, the path planning is carried out in a sequence of 
steps. Typically, in each step the robot performs a set of sensor operations, com­
putes its next position, and moves to this position. The same set of operations is 
repeated from the new position, and this process is carried out - in an algorithmic 
manner - until an objective (such as a destination) is reached.
(3) Sensor Operations: Sensor-based algorithms have an additional complexity 
in terms of the time spent in carrying out the required sensor operations and also 
the time spent in sensor processing. Note that the path planning algorithms in 
known terrains do not involve this type of operation. Traditionally, these algo­
rithms are mainly characterized by their computational complexity. However, in 
our case the sensor operations constitute an essential and important part of a 
navigational algorithm. In some systems, these operations could be extremely 
time-consuming. For example, consider a vision system. It is time-consuming 
to obtain the raw data through the cameras. Also, the processing of this data 
consumes a considerable amount of time depending on the type of information 
that needs to be extracted. In our work, we characterize our algorithms by the
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number of sensor operations that are performed by the robot during the execution 
of a navigational algorithm.
In the next section, we explain our motivation for an abstract and simplified 
framework for the problem scenario.
1.4. Motivation for an Abstract Framework
The general area of our investigation is restricted to the navigation of mobile 
robots in unknown terrains. We deal with the gross motion of the robot, i.e., naviga­
tion of the robot as a whole. We consider the robots with control computer systems 
and on-board sensor systems. In other words, the robot is capable of performing the 
required computational activities and also storing the computed results. The on-board 
sensor system enables the robot to ‘sense’ the environment within a proximity about 
itself. In real-life applications, the robots could be of different types. For example the 
robot could be a mobile platform with manipulator arms mounted on-board. Commer­
cial robots as well as those developed at several research laboratories vary consider­
ably from each other in terms of their physical size and shape, and also in terms of 
other parameters such as degrees of freedom. The environments in which these robots 
operate also vary considerably. The terrains can be closed office rooms or industrial 
plants, or underwater or extra-terrestrial regions. Furthermore, the sensor systems that 
are used for navigational purposes vary in their functionality, capability and nature.
Dealing with such diversified situations, even to a very limited degree of general­
ity, is a very difficult task. Here we abstract various aspects of these situations and 
then simplify the abstracted model so that it admits a simple unified treatment. Such a
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treatment, although veiy limited in terms of the direct practical applications, provides 
us with a framework in which we can tallc about the algorithms for navigational prob­
lems. In obtaining such a framework, we often over-simplify and/or ignore certain 
very important tapects of navigation. For example we consider that the sensors are 
error-free and the robot motions are completely precise. We note that our attempt is 
only a beginning to a potentially difficult and a very challenging area of robot naviga­
tion in unknown terrains. We do not attempt to directly apply our methods to real-life 
problems. Instead, we feel that these abstract notions will provide an underlying 
structure for the practical systems.
We consider only two-dimensional terrains where the obstacles are approximated 
by simple polygonal obstacles. This formulation covers the cases where the mobile 
robot is confined to navigate on a production floor or a floor of a building. The three- 
dimensional objects can be visualized as two-dimensional ones by taking ‘suitable’ 
projections onto the floor to which the robot is confined to move. We consider the 
robot to be circular.
The process of navigation in unknown terrains is sensor-based, and depends very 
critically on the characteristics of the sensor systems. In real-life situations, there is a 
multitude of sensor systems varying from a simple sonar-based range sensor to a 
highly sophisticated vision system. There are several sensor systems such as proxim­
ity sensors, tactile sensors, laser range finders, video cameras, smart sensors etc. Note 
that these systems are varied in the type of ou^ut they return; the output may vary in 
the nature, precision, etc. Furthermore some sensor systems may use a combination 
of these systems. In some cases considerable software/hardware has been developed
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so that the output returned by these sensors is in a refined form. We assume that in a 
sensor operation the sensor system returns all obstacle edges and vertices that are visi­
ble from the present locations of the robot. We assume that the sensor system, 
irrespective of how it is implemented, is capable of performing this operation. This is 
a very high-level abstraction and such sensor operation might involve acquiring the 
required data and then processing it. This might be time-consuming in terms of the 
time required in acquiring the data and the time needed to process it. Thus this opera­
tion is associated with a cost factor. We measure the performance of a navigation 
algorithm in terms of the number of sensor operations.
1.5. Contribution of the Dissertation
We consider two problems called the visit problem and the terrain model 
acquisition problem. In the former, the robot is required to navigate through a 
specified sequence of destinations. This problem, for the case of point robots, can be 
solved by the algorithms of Lumelsky (1987) if the robots are equipped with touch 
sensing ability. In our work, we consider a circular robot with a ‘see from distance’ 
type of sensor. Furthermore, we incorporate the incidental learning feature into our 
navigation algorithm. As a result, the robot learns about the terrain as it executes its 
navigational course. We also provide a test which the robot can use to identify the 
stage at which the entire terrain in completely known. At this stage, the robot 
switches off its sensors and the further navigation is completely carried out using the 
path planning algorithms of known terrains. Note that no more sensor operations are 
needed for future navigation. The algorithms of Lumelsky do not utilize memory of 
the automaton, and as a result the incorporation of learning into the navigation process
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is not possible.
We define a new problem, namely the terrain model acquisition problem, that 
requires that the robot obtain the complete model of the terrain (in a finite amount of 
time) so that it can navigate to any reachable destination without using the sensor. 
This problem is similar, in ‘spirit’, to the problem of shape from probing of Cole and 
Yap (1987) which deals with the identification of the shape of a polygon from a 
number of tactile probes. Recall that the terrain is finite-sized and is populated by a 
finite number of polygons; each polygon has a finite number of vertices. The main 
motivation for considering this problem is that once the terrain model is available, 
then path planning to any destination can be carried out without the sensor usage. 
These two problems arose from a practical application that deals with the develop­
ment of a mobile robot for autonomous operation in nuclear power plants. A detailed 
account of the origin of these problems is presented in Section 2.2,
We develop an algorithmic strategy that gives rise to theoretically correct algo­
rithms to solve both the visit problem and the terrain model acquisition problem. The 
proposed technique involves obtaining a graph structure called the navigation course 
that satisfies a list of properties. The solution involves carrying out a ‘graph explora­
tion’ type of navigation using the navigation course. The navigation course in initially 
unknown, but it is incrementally constructed using the sensor information. The robot 
keeps navigating ‘on the navigational course’ until it finds its destination (for solving 
visit problem) or until the terrain model is completely built (for solving terrain model 
acquisition problem). Thus the same strategy solves both the problems. We establish 
the existence of correct algorithms to solve the visit and the terrain model acquisition
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problem using the abstract navigation course. Intuitively speaking, the navigational 
course is a type of ‘railroad’ or ‘road map’ the robot holds onto in its pursuit for desti­
nation (in case of visit problem) or completion of terrain model (in case of the terrain 
model acquisition problem).
Then we consider several structures that can be used as navigational courses to 
solve the above mentioned problems. These are derived from two very popular 
geometric structures namely the visibility graph and the Voronoi diagram. For a point 
robot we consider the three-dimensional terrains populated by polyhedral obstacles. 
We show that the visibility graph correctly serves as the navigation course to solve the 
visit and terrain model acquisition problems. For two-dimensional terrains we define 
the restricted visibility graph, which is a subgraph of the visibility graph, and show 
that this graph suffices as a navigation course. For a circular robot in two-dimensional 
terrains, we define the modified visibility graph and show that it can be used to solve 
both the problems. Then we consider the Voronoi diagram based structures. For a 
point robot, the navigational course is the union of the Voronoi diagram contained 
within an ‘extended hull’ and the boundary of the extended hull. For a circular robot, 
we consider a subset of the navigational course defined for a point robot. In each 
case, we analyze the performance of the algorithms to solve the visit problem and the 
terrain model acquisition problem in terms of the upper bounds for the number of sen­
sor operations, distance traversed and the computational complexity.
1.6. Outline of the Dissertation
We develop a precise problem formulation in terms of the visit problem, VP, and
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the terrain model acquisition problem, TP (Chapter 2). In the same chapter, we also 
present our basic framework for the solutions of the proposed problems. This solution 
uses a graph structure, called the navigation course, as an underlying structure for 
navigation. In particular, we define the algorithm LNAV that solves the visit problem, 
and we obtain the algorithm GNAV that incorporates the incidental learning feature 
into the solution to the visit problem. Then we present the algorithm ACQUIRE that 
solves the terrain model acquisition problem. In order that the proposed algorithms 
yield correct solutions, the navigation course is required to satisfy the properties of 
finiteness, connectedness, terrain-visibility and local-constructibility.
We discuss two basic types of navigation courses (Chapter 3); one based on the 
visibility graph and the other based on the Voronoi diagram. We obtain different vari­
ants of the visibility graph structures and Voronoi diagram structures to suit the navi­
gation problem of point and circular robots. The methods based on the visibility 
graph structure are called the visibility graph methods and those based on the Voronoi 
diagram are called Voronoi methods or retraction methods. The name retraction 
method is used by O’Dunlaing and Yap (1985) to denote their solution for find-path 
problem based on the Voronoi diagram, and we also follow the same convention. 
Actually the word ‘retraction’ denotes a continuous map Im that they define from the 
firee-space onto the Voronoi diagram.
We present the implementation of the algorithms LNAV, GNAV and ACQUIRE 
for point and circular robots using the visibility graph approach (Chapter 4). We also 
estimate the complexities of these algorithms in terms of the number of scan opera­
tions, distance traversed and the computational complexity. We then present the
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implementations of LNAV, GNAV and ACQUIRE using the navigational courses 
based on the Voronoi diagram (Chapter 5). We also estimate the complexities of the 
proposed algorithms. We compare the performance of these two methods in terms of 
various parameters (Chapter 6). Implementations of some of the proposed algorithms 
on the HERMCES n  robot and on a simulator for HERMJES-U are briefly discussed 
(Chapter 7).
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Chapter 2
A Framework for Navigation in Unknown Terrains 
2.1. Introduction
The performance of a conventional computational algorithm is characterized in 
terms of the bounds (lower and upper) on the number of elementary computational 
steps and the amount of storage. These algorithms are written for a formal computa­
tional model, such as a Turing machine, that is capable of performing elementary 
computational activities. Here, we define a formal and simplified version of a ‘roving 
machine’ or ‘mobile robot’ with the elementary capabilities of movement, sensing and 
computation. The performance of an algorithm for such a formal machine is charac­
terized by three parameters: (a) the distance traversed, (b) the number of sensing 
operations, (c) the computational complexity. We then discuss an abstract algorithmic 
paradigm to solve two generic navigational problems of unknown terrains using such 
an abstract machine.
In this chapter, we present a framework that precisely describes the terrain, the 
robot, and the sensor system. We identify two problems, namely the visit problem and 
the terrain model acquisition problem, that are generic to navigational problems in 
unknown terrains. We then present a general algorithmic paradigm that gives rise to 
correct algorithms to solve both these problems using a single basic approach. This 
approach consists of carrying out a ‘graph search’ like navigation by the robot on a 
one-dimensional graph called the navigation course. This navigation course is initially 
unknown, and is incrementally constructed by using the sensor information. In order
16
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that the proposed algorithms work correctly, the navigation course is required to 
satisfy certain properties. We identify a list of such properties. We then provide an 
algorithmic paradigm that solves both the abovementioned problems. We present an 
analysis of these algorithms and also discuss performance trade-offs of various imple­
mentation of the proposed algorithmic paradigm. The detailed algorithms for specific 
cases are presented in the subsequent chapters using two different geometric struc­
tures. The first approach is based on the visibility graph and the other is based on the 
Voronoi diagram.
2.2 Earlier Methods and Our work
Many earlier works in the area of navigation in unknown terrains deal with navi­
gating a robot to a destination point while avoiding a certain set of obstacles. There 
seem to be two types of approaches for solving this type of problems. The first 
approach is heuristic and deals with a specific robot system in a fixed environment 
(e.g., a circular or rectangular robot located in a laboratory room). Typically the 
domain specific knowledge is employed in designing the navigational algorithms in 
this case. These methods are shown to be very effective on the specific implementa­
tion, and are not very generalized to handle different environments. More 
specifically, these methods are not theoretically shown to be correct in the ‘spirit’ of 
showing the correctness of an algorithm. In many cases, the effectiveness of the pro­
posed method, perhaps, obviates the need for such validation. The works of Chatila 
(1982,1986), Chatila and Laumond (1985), Chattergy (1985), Giralt (1985), Giralt et 
al (1979, 1984), Iyengar et al (1986), Meystel et al (1986), Palma-Villalon and Dau- 
chez (1988), Rao et al (1986) fall into this class. All these works are novel in terms
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the solutions they propose and also in terms of the framework in which they are for­
mulated. The engineering framework of these formulations does not, in general, 
require that the algorithms be specifically validated.
The second approach deals with algorithmic strategies for moving a robot body 
though a terrain that is specified as input. This algorithmic approach is followed by a 
number of researchers in dealing with the navigation in known terrains. For example 
the solutions to find-path or piano movers problems describe such algorithms. 
Lozano-Perez and Wesley (1979), Reif (1979), Schwartz and Sharir (1983a), 
O’Dunlaing and Yap (1985) adopt such algorithmic approaches in solving the find- 
path problem. We follow similar algorithmic approach in solving navigational prob­
lem in unknown terrains. Such type of work is known only a limited number of 
instances in unknown terrains. First, the Pledge algorithm of Abelson and Desissa 
(1980) enables a point body to escape out of mazes using touch type of sensing abil­
ity. Second, Lumelsky and Stepanov (1986, 1987) present two algorithms to navigate 
a point robot, called Point Automaton (PA) to a destination point amidst of simple 
closed obstacles on 2-dimensional surfaces. PA is equipped with a touch type of sen­
sor. Lumelsky (1987a) extends the same approach to the motion planning of planar 
arms. A comprehensive survey of all these methods is presented by Lumelsky 
(1987b). In both the case of Pledge algorithm and algorithms of Lumelsky and 
Stepanov, the robot does not have ‘memory’, and consequently the path planning is 
carried out exclusively based on the proximity information returned by the touch sen­
sor. Consequently, if the robot has to navigate between same pair of points, it will 
navigate in the same way in terms of the number of sensor operations, distance
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traversed, etc. in both the cases.
Our work belongs to the second approach discussed above. We focus on a 
framework that resembles the conventional area of the design and analysis of algo­
rithms. The main concerns for any algorithm in this framework are the correctness 
and the complexity of operations such as sensor operations, movements and computa­
tions. In our work, we study the visit problem, which is an abstract version of a navi­
gational problem in which a robot is required to visit a sequence of destinations. The 
terrain is two-dimensional and is populated by polygonal obstacles. In terms of the 
problem formulation our problem differs from the earlier methods in the following 
ways: We consider a circular robot as opposed to the point robots considered earlier. 
Our robot is equipped with a ‘see from distance ’ type of sensor as opposed to the 
touch sensors considered before. In terms of the solution methodology our method 
differs from the earlier ones in some ‘rather’ fundamental ways. We incorporate the 
idea of incidental learning by which the robot ‘remembers’ the regions it navigated 
before and does not use sensor to navigate in the regions that are seen before. This 
has another consequence that robot now does not get into local traps in the regions 
that are seen before. If sensor-based approach is used in these areas then the robot 
stands the chance of temporarily entering into local traps. This aspect is further dis­
cussed in subsequent chapters where the actual navigational algorithms are discussed.
Other types of navigational problems in unknown terrains deal with building a 
terrain map using the sensor information. Turchen and Wong (1985) describe a 
method for building a terrain map for a specific room environment. Chatila (1982), 
Chatila and Laumond (1985) and Laumond (1983,1986) discuss some aspects of
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environment learning and world modeling for mobile robots. We are not aware of any 
theoretically validated algorithms that enable a robot to systematically explore the ter­
rain so as to build a complete terrain model in a finite amount of time. Our terrain 
model acquisition problem is a simplified and abstracted version of this type of map 
building problems. We present a solution in terms of a systematic terrain exploration 
algorithm that is guaranteed to build the complete terrain model in a finite amount of 
time. The motivation for such a problem stems from the following aspects: Once the 
terrain model is completely built we can employ the find-path algorithms to plan a 
path to any destination point, (a) Such navigation planning does not involve sensor 
operations, and this could result in significant savings in time in the cases where the 
sensor operations are time-consuming and computationally expensive, (b) The navi­
gation planning becomes a global activity, and as a result the robot can avoid the local 
traps into which it could navigate if it were to use a localized sensor-based algorithm 
alone.
Motivation for Navigational Problems
Here we explain the motivation behind the visit and terrain model acquisition 
problems through a practical example. The solution to the visit problem can be 
employed to send mobile robot, to carry out a set of operations, into places that are not 
suitable for human operation. An example could be a rescue robot that is required to 
turn off some valves in a nuclear power plant in case of a radiation leakage. A general 
purpose rescue robot should be able to find its way through a terrain whose model is 
not known a priori. The solution to the visit problem provides a basic skeletal algo­
rithm to build navigation system for such a robot. If the terrain model were known, it
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is possible to plan a path (possibly optimal in some respects), and move along the 
path. Such an activity does not involve performing several scan operations that a 
sensor-based algorithm would require. This could result in a significant reduction in 
the time taken to reach a destination. Thus, it is a good over all strategy to have the 
terrain model or acquire it if it is not available. Let us come back to the example of 
the rescue robot in a nuclear power plant environment. The nuclear leakages are 
infrequent, and if we have a dedicated rescue robot then the robot stays idle during the 
time periods in between the consecutive resue missions. During this idle period, we 
can employ the robot to acquire the terrain model. This will utilize the resources 
efficiently and also to improve the performance of the navigation process in the future 
rescue missions. This is the main motivation for the terrain model acquisition prob­
lem. We note that there are several aspects to such a rescue robot and navigation is 
one of the very important aspects. Our work only provides an algorithmic strategy to 
base a navigation system for such a rescue robot, and we do not imply that our algo­
rithms are directly implementable on such a robot We attempt to capture the algo­
rithmic content in such applications and to provide basic paradigms to solve such 
problems. A practical implementation in a real-life situation seems to be a challenge 
because the real-life situation is complicated several practical issues including errors 
in sensing, movement, execution, etc.
These two problems were formulated when the author was visiting the robotics 
group at the Center for Engineering Systems Advance Research (CESAR), Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory. The HERMEES-II robot, which is currently being developed at 
CESAR, is precisely a rescue robot for nuclear power plants. The visit and the terrain
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model acquisition problems arose out of this practical real-life application. However, 
mobile robots with autonomous navigation capability can be employed in other appli­
cation domains such as underwater or space explorations, ntining, toxic and chemical 
industries, etc.
Outline of the Solution Paradigm
In our study, we discuss solutions to the visit problem and the terrain model 
acquisition problem in the context of a formal framework. We define a one­
dimensional graph, called the navigation course which will be used as an underlying 
structure for solving these two problems. The robot carries out a ‘graph search’ like 
operation on this structure and this type of operations gives rise to the solutions for 
both the visit and the terrain model acquisition problems. Intuitively, the navigational 
course is a type of ‘rail road’ or ‘road map’ the robot holds onto during its pursuit for 
a destination in the case of visit problem. In the terrain model acquisition problem, 
the robot visits all vertices in a systematic manner. Note that the navigational course 
is a structure that is based on the terrain and is unknown initially. The key idea is to 
incrementally construct it from the sensor information and use the available part of the 
navigation course to plan the next step of the navigation. This approach provides a 
unified solution for both the visit and terrain model acquisition problems. As dis­
cussed in Chapter 1, we need to formalize the problem definition in order to be able to 
discuss the notions such as the coirecmess of the algorithms, the complexity of opera­
tions, etc.
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2.3. Problem Formulation
We present a precise characterization of the terrain, robot body, sensor system in 
this section. In particular, we obtain a rigorous framework in which we can show the 
correctness of the algorithms that we propose. The abstract algorithms obtained here - 
although do not directly provide solutions to real-life navigational problems - provide 
a concrete underlying structure to base the real-life algorithms on.
The Terrain:
We consider a finite-sized two-dimensional terrain populated by a finite set 
O ={01,0 2 >" ' O^} o f simple stationary polygonal obstacles; Each obstacle O,- e O is 
a polygon with a finite number of vertices. We sometime refer to O as the terrain 
itself. Initially, the terrain is unexplored or unknown, i.e. no terrain model is avail­
able. The total number of obstacle vertices is given by N . VER (O,- ) denotes the set
of vertices of O,-. The obstacle-free space is given by where is the
i=l
complement of the polygon Oi. We denote the closure of a set C by C, where C is a 
subset of plane. We denote the boundary of C by 9C. We consider three- 
dimensional terrains only in one subsection that deals with the solution to the visit 
problem and the terrain model acquisition problem for a point robot (using the visibil­
ity graph as the navigation course).
The Robot:
We consider a circular body R , called the robot, of diameter 5 ( ^ ) ,  capable of 
translating to a specified destination point in a straight line path. We assume that R 
takes a finite amount of time to translate through a finite amount of distance. For
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some solutions we also require that R is capable of rotating around its center and also 
around a point on the periphery. Here we assume that R can rotate through a finite 
angle in a finite amount of time. These translational and rotational motions are also 
referred to as the moves. Additionally R houses a computational device with a storage 
capability. This computational device is capable of performing arithmetic and logical 
operations with infinite precision. Furthermore, the sensor commands and both the 
translation and rotation commands can be issued by the computational device. The 
sensor system returns the scan data to the computational device. R is also equipped 
with an algorithm B that computes a collision-free path to a destination point if the 
terrain model is known. B can be chosen to be one of the algorithms for solving the 
find-path problem for a circular robot. For example, one can choose the visibility 
graph based algorithm of Lozano-Perez and Wesley (1979) or of Chew (1985), or the 
retraction based algorithm of O’Dunlaing and Yap (1985). We say that R touches the 
boundary of £2 if the dR intersects 3£2, and/? is contained in Q. Note that £2 is a open 
set and its closure is bounded by a polygonal path.
Sensor System:
Consider two points % ,y e £2, the closure of £2. The point x  is said to be visible 
from y , if the Une segment joining x  and y  is completely contained in £2. A subinter­
val of an obstacle edge is said to be visible from y  if every point on this interval is 
visible from y . We imagine a ‘logical’ sensor S located at a point on /?. In some 
solutions we require that s be located at the center of R . Let s be a location of S in £2 
corresponding to a position of /? in £2 (we assume that the sensor S can be located on 
the boundary of £2). Then S is capable of obtaining the maximal subset of the
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boundary of Q such that each point in this subset is visible from s , This subset of 
boundary consists of obstacle vertices and subintervals of obstacle edges that are visi­
ble from s. This subset is called the seen-part from We now define a scan opera­
tion as follows: Let R be located in Q such that S is located at a point a. In a scan 
operation the seen-part from s is obtained. Then the vertices and the subintervals of 
the obstacle edges contained in the seen-part are said to be seen from s . We note that 
each scan operation might involve time-consuming activities such as acquiring the 
sensor data fi'om the actual physical devices, processing the data using some special 
computational algorithms, etc. We group all these activities into a logical entity, 
namely the scan operation. In doing this we make no assumptions about the difficulty 
or ease with which such an operation can be carried out.
Performance Parameters:
We wish to use as an abstract model for navigational activities of mobile 
robots much in same ‘spirit’ in which we use the Turing machine as an abstract model 
for computation. Consider an algorithm A for R to carry out a navigational task. For 
any specific invocation, A specifies a finite sequence of moves, scan operations and 
computational activities. The algorithm A can be written in a way similar to writing a 
conventional algorithm. By the formulation of our framework, such an algorithm can 
be executed on the computational device housed on R . The performance of the con­
ventional algorithms is mainly characterized by the computational complexity, 
whereas the complexity of an algorithm for R  can be characterized by several dif­
ferent performance parameters. More specifically, we characterize the performance of 
A in terms of
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(a) distance traversed by R (which is the sum of the distance traversed in each
move operation),
(b) number of scan operations performed by R ,
(c) complexity of the computations performed by the computational device
housed on R .
For ease of presentation we say that R performs a scan operation to mean that S 
mounted on R performs a scan operation under the control of the computational dev­
ice. Similarly, we say that R carries out a computation to mean that the computa­
tional device mounted on R carries a computation.
2.4. Two Navigational Problems
Our work deals with the navigation of R  when the terrain model is completely 
unknown initially and R is located at a position in the free-space A. Since the terrain 
is unknown to R initially, it can navigate using the sensor information only.
In the Visit Problem (VP), R is required to visit a sequence of destination points 
in a specified sequence. In a particular case, we can specify a single destination point 
in which case R  navigates to a destination point from a source point. Such a problem 
in known terrains is solved in many cases; as mentioned before various versions of 
these problems are collective referred to as find-path or piano movers problems. 
Second, we consider the Terrain model acquisition Problem (TP) wherein R is 
required to acquire the model of the terrain so that it can navigate to any reachable 
destination by applying the known terrain algorithms. After the terrain model is 
acquired the further navigation to any reachable point can be carried out without sen­
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sor usage. Additionally, it can navigate along optimal paths (according to a chosen 
criterion say the Euclidean distance) in possible cases. Note that such a possibility is 
completely ruled out if R  were to use sensor-based algorithms alone. We now for­
mally define these two problems:
The Visit Problem
R  is initially located at a point cÎq (i.e., the center of R  is located at do) and is 
required to visit a sequence, d i,d 2 ,—,di^, of destination points without colliding with 
the obstacle polygons. This sequence, d^,d2 , • • • is called the navigation mis­
sion, and the process of visiting these points is termed as the execution of the naviga­
tion mission. Navigation from di to is referred to as a traversal, where d,- is 
called the source point and dj+j is called the destination point The R is required to 
execute the mission in a finite amount of time, if a colUsion-free path exists from dQ to 
df^ along the points di,d 2 , ..., d^_i. If no such path exists then R is required to report 
this fact in a finite amount of time.
The Terrain Model Acquisition Problem
R is initially located at a point d^ and is required to autonomously navigate and 
acquire terrain model to a sufficient degree such that it can navigate to any reachable 
destination point d without sensor operations (by applying the algorithm B of known 
terrains). If the destination d  is not reachable from the present location of R , then R is 
required to declare that d  is not reachable. In other words, after solving the terrain 
model acquisition problem, R  obtains the required navigation path to a specified desti­
nation point entirely computationally (by using algorithm B ) and no scan operations
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need be performed during the navigation planning and execution. After the naviga­
tion path is planned, R moves along the planned path and no scan operations are 
needed for this purpose.
2.5. A Solution Paradigm
We propose a solution paradigm that yields correct algorithms that solve the visit 
problem and the terrain model acquisition problem. We define a finite graph ), 
called the navigation course for the terrain C>, as an underlying structure to be used by 
R  for navigation. This ^(O ) is a type of ‘rail road' or 'road map' that R uses for navi­
gational puiposes. Initially ) is not known to R , but is it incrementally con­
structed from the sensor operations. The vertices (edges) of %(0 ) are called ^-vertices 
(^-edges). The ^-vertices that are adjacent to a ^-vertex v are called the neighbors of 
V. Each ^-vertex v specifies a collision-free position x  for R  such that it entirely lies 
inside A (Note that we treat as an open disc). When R is located at such x , we say 
that R  is located at v or /? visits v . In between two ^-vertices, R navigates using the 
information stored with the %-edge that connects them. More specifically, with each 
%-edge R we either store a path that connects two end ^-vertices, or store information 
about the terrain that enables R to use the algorithm B to navigate between the two 
end ^-vertices.
In our paradigm, R performs a ‘graph search' type of navigation on %(0 ); and 
this approach gives rise to solutions to both the visit problem and the terrain model 
acquisition problem. In solving visit problem, R starts at a ^-vertex vq of the naviga­
tion course, and carries out a ‘graph search' like navigation on ^(O) until it reaches a
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^-vertex from which the required destination point is found reachable. In solving ter­
rain model acquisition problem, R systematically explores all vertices. Since O is 
initially unknown, R performs a scan operation at each ^-vertex v when it visits v for 
the first time. From the scan information, the adjacency list of v is computed and 
stored in the memory.
We now describe the details of ‘graph search’ type of navigation by R on ^(O ). 
When R visits a ^-vertex v , it locates itself at a point x e  fi: determined by v . Then R 
performs a scan operation at this position if v is visited for the first time. From this 
information the adjacency list of v is computed and stored in memory for subsequent 
use. When R navigates along a %-edge that joins two ^-vertices vj and V2, it uses the 
algorithm B to plan a collision-free path based on the information stored with the %- 
edge (if the path is not computed earlier and stored). Further, a scan operation 
specifies the visibility polygon with respect to s. This polygon is specified by seen 
edges and vertices and radial lines as shown in Fig. 2.2.1. The interior of this visibil­
ity polygon specifies a region which is ‘seen’ to be free of obstacles. We can then 
apply the algorithm B to find out if a path exists to a specified point y e O  such that R 
stays within the visibility polygon while moving along the path. If such a path exists 
then we say that y is reachable from the present location of R , By using the same 
algorithm B , we can also test if a point y  is reachable if /? is constrained to stay 
within a region which is a union of a finite number of visibility polygons obtained 
through a finite number of scan operations.
To correctly solve visit problem and terrain model acquisition problem, ^(0 ) 
must satisfy certain properties which we describe subsequently in this section. In
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sensor S
(a) R located in terrain 0= {01,02 ,0^}
\ seen portions of obstacle boundaries
radial lines
(b) The seen-part from s
Figure 2.2.1. The sensor system S .
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order that such a graph search like algorithm terminates, ^(jO ) must contain a finite 
number of vertices, i.e., ) must satisfy finiteness property. Assuming that %(0 )
has no parallel edges, the number of ̂ -edges must be finite. We consider the terrain- 
visibility property which requires that every point in the closure of free-space A is 
visible from some ^-vertex. This also implies that every obstacle vertex and every 
point on every obstacle edge can be seen during a scan operation from a ^-vertex. 
Furthermore, we also consider the connectivity property of ^(O ) which requires that 
every pair of ^-vertices is connected by a graph path on ). We require that the 
adjacency list of a ^-vertex v can be computed from the information of a single scan 
performed by R located at v . This property is called the local-constructibility. V/e 
now list the properties of that are to be satisfied by the %(0 ) under consideration:





Informally, R keeps visiting ^-vertices by simulating a graph search, such as a 
depth-first search, on %(0 ). In solving visit problem, the search continues until the 
destination point is found reachable from a x-vertex. Whereas solution to terrain 
model acquisition problem involves a systematic visit to all ^-vertices. We show sub­
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sequently that the properties listed in L  sufhce to solve the visit and terrain model 
acquisition problems.
Let us assume that %(0 ) satisfies the properties of list L . The intuitive idea 
behind these properties is as follows: The local-constructibility property enables R to 
obtain the adjacency list of a ^-vertex; either using a sensor scan operation or access­
ing memory if it is already computed. Consequently any graph algorithm that 
accesses the adjacency list of %{0 ) can be implemented on ^ . By the connectivity 
property it is possible for R to move from one ^-vertex to the other. Consider a graph 
exploration algorithm that visits all the vertices of a graph. Such algorithm can be 
used by R  to visit all the vertices in a finite amount of time on ). If a scan opera­
tion is performed from every %-vertex, then by the terrain-visibility property every 
point in the free-space would have been ‘seen’ during some scan operation. In partic­
ular, R would have detected all the vertices and edges of the obstacles. Thus by sys­
tematically visiting all ^-vertices, R can construct the entire terrain model. In the case 
of visit problem, R  will find its destination reachable from some ^-vertex during its 
systematic visiting process.
2.5.1 Visit Problem
First we present a sensor-based algorithm, the algorithm LNAV, that navigates R 
from di to We then present the algorithm GNAV. The algorithm GNAV uses 
LNAV as a component, and also incorporates the incidental learning feature to solve 
the visit problem. In this section, we use a particular graph search algorithm, namely 
the depth-first search algorithm, as the underlying graph algorithm to visit the vertices
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of ). The depth-first algorithm makes the discussion easier, and the discussion for 
any other graph algorithm can be obtained along the similar lines. A discussion of 
using a number of graph search algorithms to search %(0 ) is presented in Section 2.6. 
Further in our discussion we assume that ) satisfies the four properties of finite­
ness, connectivity, terrain-visibility, and local-constructibility that are listed in list L 
in the last section.
We shall now discuss the algorithm LNAV. A pseudo code description of the 
algorithm LNAV is presented below. We explain this algorithm LNAV by referring to 
the lines of pseudo code. Consider that R is located at d,- and is required to navigate 
to Initially R performs a scan operation and moves to dj+i if it is found reach­
able. If not, R computes a ^-vertex vq and moves to vq. Then R  keeps visiting %- 
vertices till it is located at a ^-vertex from which the required destination point is 
reachable. Let R be presently located at a ^-vertex v . Then v is marked as visited 
and pushed onto a stack (line 5). Then R performs a scan operation and moves to di+i 
if is found reachable (lines 1-3). If not, R  computes the adjacency list of v in the 
graph %(0). Note that R correctly computes the adjacency list by the local- 
constructibility property of ^(O ). Then all the ^-vertices adjacent to v are checked. 
If V has unvisited adjacent nodes then R chooses an unvisited adjacent node v* and 
moves to V* (lines 6-9). From v* the algorithm LNAV is recursively applied (line 
10). If all the ^-vertices adjacent to v are visited then R  backtracks. Specifically, the 
stack is repeatedly popped until a ^-vertex u with unvisited neighbors appears on the 
top of the stack (line 12). Then R moves to u and then moves to v* an unvisited 
neighbor of u (lines 15-17). From v* the algorithm is recursively applied (line 18).
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If R  finds that all ^-vertices adjacent to v are visited and also all the ^-vertices on the 
stack have only visited adjacent vertices, then R  moves back to the starting vertex vq
and then to the initial location d,-. At this point, R declares that d,+i is not reachable
(line 19).
algorithm LNAV ( v ); 
begin
1. perform a scan operation from v ;
2. if (di+i is reachable from v )
3. then move to
4. else
begin
5. pushv onto stack and mark V as visited;
6. if (v has unvisited neighbor ^-vertices)
7. then
begin
8. choose V* an unvisited neighbor of v ;
9. move to V * ;
10. LNAViv*); 
end




12. repeatedly pop the stack to obtain u , a ^-vertex with unvisited neighbors;
13. iff (such u exists)
14. then
begin
15. move to u ;
16. choose V* an unvisited neighbor of u ;
17. move to V * ;
18. LNAV(y*y, 
end




The algorithm LNAV implements a ‘depth-first’ like search on ^(O ). It is easy 
to see that LNAV can be executed in a finite amount of time by R by the finiteness, 
connectivity and local-constructibility of %{0 ). In the worst-case R visits all the %- 
vertices.. In this case, R  has ‘seen’ the entire free-space by the terrain-visibility pro­
perty. If at this point d,+i is found not reachable, then it is not reachable. However,
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note that, in a general case, di+i may be found reachable before R visits all ^-vertices. 
This proves the correctness of the algorithm LNAV, The visit problem can be solved 
by a repeated invocation of LNAV. This discussion establishes the following theorem:
Theorem 2.5.1: Given a navigation course %(P ) for a terrain O , that satisfies the 
properties o f finiteness, connectivity, terrain-visibility and local-constructibility, there 
exist an algorithm LNAV for R to solve the visit problem. □
The algorithm LNAV navigates R to a reachable destination or declares that des­
tination is not reachable if that is indeed the case. The above theorem only guarantees 
that the algorithm correctly executes in a finite amount of time. However, the exact 
number of scan operations needed or the number of invocations of algorithm B or the 
distance traversed by R depends on the exact method used to compute v* in lines 8 
and 16 of LNAV (for given d,- and Several heuristics that exploit the domain- 
dependent knowledge can be employed to select v*. But, any heuristic selection cri­
terion will be based on the partial information available to R at the time of selection. 
Thus it is possible to defeat any selection criterion by choosing a configuration (in the 
next step) that is not conducive to the criterion. Using this argument, we see that no 
single heuristic criterion enables us to optimize a chosen parameter in all cases. We 
can analyze the performance of LNAV using a probabilistic characterization of the 
problem scenario.
Expected Behavior of LNAV.
For any chosen criterion for selecting v*, the exact number of scan operations 
needed to navigate R from di to depends on the locations of d,- and d,+i, and also 
the terrain O . Let K  be the number of vertices of ). In the worst-case, which
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covers the case when is not reachable from d,-, the number of scan operations per­
formed by LNAV is K. There is also a first scan operation which is performed to 
compute the start vertex vq. Let i denote the number of scan operations needed to 
execute the traversal from c?,- to after R starts at vq. A value for i could be at 
most K  and at least 1. Since a scan operation stands for an expensive operation it is 
useful to obtain some more information about i. In general it is very difficult to 
obtain a precise expression for i . We now present a simple probabilistic model for the 
scenario to estimate the expected behavior of LNAV in some sample cases. Let qi, 
1=1,2, - AT, be the probability that will be found reachable in i th scan given that 
it is not found reachable in the preceding i - l  scan operations performed earlier. We 
consider several forms for g, to estimate the expected number of scan operations 
needed in executing LNAV. We assume that will be found reachable from some 








Case 2.1: Let qi=p. Here has a constant probability of being found in any scan 
operation. Using (2.1) we obtain thatp=l/K. Now using (2.2) we get
K
E [i]= 'Z ip= (K + m  (2.3)
i= l
Note that the expected number of scan operations needed is approximately 0.5K,
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which is equal to 50% of the worst-case value. □
Case 2.2: Let i.e. the probability of finding reachable in / th scan linearly 
depends on /. In other words has more chance of being detected in later scans.
2





Note that the expected number of scan operations needed is approximately 0.66K, 
which is equal to 66% of the worst-case value. □
Case 2.3: Let qi=i^p, i.e. the probability of finding reachable in / th scan depends 
on i^. Here has more chance, compared to cases 2.2 and 2.3, of being detected in
later scans. Using the equation (2.1) we obtain p =  ^  . Now using (2.2)
A (a-l-l)(2/C+l)
we obtain,
Note that the expected number of scan operations needed is approximately 
3I4K=0J5K, which is equal to 75% of the worst-case value. □
In cases 2.2 and 2.3, we have the situation where the <i,+i has more probability of 
being detected in the later scan operations. We now consider two cases where 
has more probability of being detected in the earlier scan operations (compared to 
case 2.1).
Case 2.4: Let qi=(K+l-i)p, i.e. the probability of finding di+i reachable in / th scan 
depends on K +1-/. The probability that di^i will be found in 1st scan is K p , whereas 
that for the last (ATth) scan is p . Here has more chance, compared to cases 2.1
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through 2.3, of being detected in earlier scans. Using the equation (2.1) we obtain 
2
P~  ' Now using (2.2) we obtain,K yK + 1)
Em =pJ^{K+l-i)i=p[{K).\+{K-\)2-^ • • ■ +2.(A--1)+1.1̂ ] 
i=l
Consider
r(^:)=(A').l-KX’-l).2+ • • • + 2.{K -\)+ lX
=K+(K-\}^ ■ • • +2+l-K/i:-l).l+(/(:-2).2+ • • • +2.(/s:-2)+l.(/s:-l) 
=KiK-\-l)/2+T(K-l)
= l/2[K H {K -lf+  • • • +2hl]+l/2[K+(K-l)+  • • • +2+1] 
=K(K+lXK+2)/2
Thus we have
E [ i ] = ^ ^  (2.5)
Note that the expected number of scan operations needed is approximately 
V3K=0.33K, which is equal to 33% of the worst-case value. □
Case 2.5: Let %=(%+l-f ) ^ ,  i.e. the probability of finding reachable in / th scan
depends on (K+1-iŸ. The probability that will be found in 1st scan is K^p, 
whereas that for the last (K th) scan is p . Here has more chance, compared to 
cases 2.1 through 2.4, of being detected in earlier scans. Using the equation (2.1) we
obtain p  = Y (g + I ) ( ^ + l )  ' "^ing (2.2) we obtain,
i+(Ar-i)^.2+ " + 22.(2ir-i)+i.Ar]
i=l
Consider
T {K )= (K f.l+ (K -lf.2+  ■ •  •  +2\{K-1'^1J{:
=K^+iK-lf+ • •  •  + 2 2 + 1 + ( A : - 1 ) 2 . i + ( ^ _ 2 ) 2 . 2 +  •  •  •  +2^.(K-2)+lXK-l)
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=/r( :̂+i)(2 :̂+i)/64-r(/s:-i)
= yZk}+ \l2k^-¥ \l6M {K -l)
= i /3[/î:^+(a: - i )3+ • • • +2^+i]+i/2[Ar4(Ar-if+ 
+1/6[A:+(A'-1)+ • • • +2+1]
= K iK + \)\K + l)l\l 
Thus we have




Note that the expected number of scan operations needed is approximately 
l/4/Sr=0.25Ar, which is equal to 25% of the worst-case value. □
Table 2.5.1: Expected behavior of LNAV.
No <li E[i] %of nodes 
visited
1 (K + l- ifp (%+l)(A:+2) 25










The summary of cases 2.1 through 2.5 is presented in table 2.5.1. Note that the 
increase in the expected number of scan operations as we consider the cases v/here 
dj+i has increasing probability of being detected in later stages. In other words, algo­
rithm LNAV exhibits a reasonable behavior; the expected number of scan operations 
performed in reaching from is lesser if has a more probability of being 
detected (reachable) in earlier stages.
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Incidental Learning
Note that LNAV is completely sensor-based in that it primarily uses sensor infor­
mation to navigate R  to the required destination. After the navigation is completed, 
the sensor information acquired during the course of navigation is put to no further 
use. In particular, if LNAV is used to navigate R from d,- to twice, then R will 
perform the same number of operations (assuming that R uses the same criterion to 
choose V * ) .  Instead, if we have retained the sensor information obtained in the first 
invocation then the second invocation could be carried out without the sensor opera­
tions. This idea of incidental learning is employed to obtain a modified version of 
LNAV where we store the information obtained in the scan operations in a global 
model. We enhance the algorithm LNAV as follows: Let us say that R stored the scan 
information obtained until it reached in a partially-built %{Q) (initially d^=dQ, and 
%(0 ) is empty). Let R be presently located at di. We compute a ^-vertex d* ,• that is 
nearest to according to some criterion. We make use of the partially-built %(0 ) 
to navigate from d,- tod*,-. From d*,- to d,-+j, we resort toLAMF. Note that naviga­
tion from d,- to d * u se s  only the existing information and hence does not require sen­
sor operations. The enhanced navigation algorithm is called GNAV and present it 
here for completeness.
The navigation from d,- to d * i s  carried out along the ^-edges and hence R can 
be correctly navigated from d̂  to d* i as follows: Plan a path from d,- to a ^-vertex u 
from which it moved to d,- during its navigation from d,-_i to d,-. Move R from d, to 
V. Then plan a graph path from v to d * o n  the existing portion of ). Then use 
the algorithm to plan the navigation path from v to d*,-, and move R  along the path.




1. compute d*i, a ^-vertex nearest to
2. move to d* ,• along a path consisting of ̂ -edges;
3. LNAV id* i); 
end;
The navigation from d* ,• to is correctly carried out by the algorithm LNAV. Thus 
the correctness of the algorithm GNAV is stated in the following Theorem.
Theorem 2.5.2: Given a navigation course ) for a terrain O , that satisfies the 
properties o f finiteness, connectivity, terrain-visibility and local-constructibility, there 
exist the algorithm GNAV that incorporates incidental learning feature into the navi­
gation {of R ) to solve the visit problem. □
Consider that R has already executed the navigation course di,di,  • • • ,d,-, and is 
presently required to navigate to Let us say that R used LNAV in one case and 
GNAV in the other case. The relative performance of GNAV compared to that of 
LNAV depends on the exact nature of the accumulated information obtained by R in 
executing the partial navigational course d^,d2 ,--  - Thus the learning process
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involved is incidental. In general, the performance of GNAV becomes better if R 
navigates through a large number of widely scattered destination points. On the other 
hand the performance of LNAV and GNAV could be almost the same if R is required 
to navigate in the completely unknown regions of the obstacle terrain. In Chapter 4, 
we present several examples to illustrate this aspect Since the process of accumulat­
ing information about the terrain model depends on the specification of navigation 
course for R , it is not possible to come up with deterministic and precise 
quantification of the performance of GNAV. Thus it is possible to make only a proba­
bilistic quantification of the performance of GNAV. Note that if the entire terrain is 
acquired then we can modify the algorithm GNAV to use the known terrain algorithm 
B for navigation planning and thus no sensor operations will be required to execute 
the subsequent traversals.
We can provide R with a sufficiency condition to test the completion of terrain 
model; after this stage the navigation to any reachable destination point can be carried 
out using B (with no scan operations). We can derive this test as follows: when a 
vertex v is visited, all its neighbors that are not visited earlier by R are inserted into a 
set Sj. Furthermore, v is deleted from S i (v would have been inserted earlier into 
Si). Initially, Si  contains the neighbors of vq. And when S i  becomes empty we 
declare that the terrain model is completely built We claim that when S i becomes 
empty then a scan operation would have been performed from every ^-vertex, and 
hence %(0 ) would have been completely constructed by R . Note that every vertex 
V is inserted into S i (at some stage by the connectivity and local-constructibility pro­
perties) and deleted only if it is visited (during this visit a scan operation would have
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been performed from v ). To see this consider the following: By the connectivity of 
%(0 ) there exists a path P from vq to every ^-vertex v . Consider that S i is empty and 
a scan operation is not performed from v. Then backtrack along P from v to find first 
visited vertex vj on P . Note that the nodes of P from Vj (excluding Vj) are not 
visited hy R .  In this case the neighbor of v % that is next to v j on P  should be con­
tained in 5 i, which is a contradiction. Hence a scan operation is performed from 
every ^-vertex and hence the terrain model is completely built This stage may be 
attained (hence detected) by R at any point during the execution of GNAV, and this 
stage is detected by checking the cardinality of S ̂  after each visit. After detecting this 
stage R switches off its sensor and the subsequent navigation is carried out using the 
known terrains algorithm B.  Attainment of this state could be probabilistically 
specified as in the following (obvious) theorem:
Theorem 2.5.3: I f  every obstacle vertex and edge has a non-zero probability o f being 
detected during a scan operation, then the terrain model will be built by GNAV with 
probability one. There exists a sufficiency condition to detect the cotrpletion of%{0), 
and after this stage navigation to any reachable destination point could be carried out 
without sensor operations. 1 2
Expected Behavior of GNAV
We shall now consider a simple scenario to illustrate the behavior of the algo­
rithm GNAV. Let T} (r=l,2, • • • M)  denote the traversal from to d,-. Let us con­
sider a situation that is probabilistically independent with respect to traversals. In par­
ticular, let Pv, Ve y , (^(O)=dy f i ) )  denote the probability with which R visits v dur­
ing the traversal Ti. The expected value for the number of scan operations performed
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by LNAV at a vertex v during Ti is . Thus the expected number of scan operations 
performed from v is . If GNAV is employed, then only one scan operation is per­
formed from each of v. The probability that a scan operation is performed from v
during 7,- is given by Hence the expected value for the number of scan
M
operations performed from v is given by Pv= Note that this
i=l
value is less than one for py<l. Thus in terms of this expected value for the number 
of scan operations performed from v, the algorithm GNAV is better for M^l/py,  for 
P„<1. We have the following observation (let £ [x ] denote the expected value of a 
random variable x  ).
Observation: For all —r — » m executing a navigation mission o f M destina-
tions,
E [number o f scan operations performed by GNAV] < E [number o f scan operations 
performed by LNAV]. □
Consider the case in which R  has executed the traversals 7 j,72, • • • ,7,-. Now R 
is required to execute 7,+j. Let s i and sq denote the random variables that represent 
the number of scan operations performed by LNAV and GNAV respectively in execut­
ing By the ‘memory-less’ nature of the execution of LNAV we have
E ]='Z,Pv Using the above arguments, we have E  ]= (1-Pv YPv • Thus we
v e V  v e V
have the following direct results:




(i) —- < l ,fo rp y < l ,fo rv e y .
^  ifL J
(ii) E  for / ->oo. □
The first result means that GNAV is better than the repeated application of LNAV 
in terms of the expected value for the number of scan operations performed during 
T,+i. The second result means that the expected value for the number of scan opera­
tions approaches zero as R executes a large number of traversals using GNAV. Such 
a result is not possible in the case of LNAV.
In Chapter 4, we discuss some examples to illustrate that the performance using 
GNAV will be better compared to the repeated application of the algorithm LNAV. In 
a general case of executing a navigation mission consisting of a large number of desti­
nation points, towards the later traversals we observe the following improvements in 
the performance of GNAV compared to that of LNAV :
(a) Reduction in the number scan operations performed by R .
(b) Reduction in the number of local traps entered by R .
The former is a consequence of the fact that the availability of the %(0 ) lessens 
the need for using sensor for navigational purposes. The latter is a result of the fact 
the (partial) availability of the global terrain model will enable R to avoid the traps in 
some regions. However, in the regions that are not seen by R , the performance of 
GNAV is same as that of LNAV in terms of the number of scan operations and the dis­
tance traversed.
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2.5.2. Terrain Model Acquisition Problem
We now present the algorithm ACQUIRE to solve terrain model acquisition 
problem. Here also for the ease of discussion, we deal with the depth-first search 
algorithm for implementing a graph search on %{0). ACQUIRE is essentially the 
same as the algorithm GNAV executed such that all ^-vertices are visited. R  execut­
ing the algorithm ACQUIRE systematically visits all ^-vertices (in a depth-first 
manner) until a scan is performed from each of the ^-vertices. Let R be located at a 
^-vertex v . It performs a scan operation from v and updates the adjacency list of v 
(line 1 of ACQUIRE). Then v is marked as visited and pushed onto stack (line 2 of 
ACQUIRE). If V has unvisited neighbors, then R moves to one of the unvisited 
neighbors v* (lines 5-6). From v* the algorithm is recursively applied (line 7). If v 
does not have unvisited neighbors, then R recursively pops the stack until it finds a %- 
vertex u with at least one un visited neighbor (line 9). Then R moves to u along the 
path retrieved from path and then move to v* an unvisited neighbor of u (lines 10- 
14). From v * the algorithm is recursively applied (line 15). In the process of finding 
u , i f R  empties the entire stack then R moves back to do and declares that the terrain 
acquisition is complete (line 16).
By the finiteness, connectivity, and local-constructibility of ), R visits all the 
^-vertices in a finite amount of time. By the terrain-visibility property all points in Q. 
are seen and hence all points on the obstacle boundaries are seen. Thus the entire ter­
rain model is acquired by putting together the information from all scan operations. 
The algorithm is presented below for completeness.
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algorithm ACQUIRE ( v ); 
begin
1. perform a scan operation from v and update the terrain model;
2. push V onto stack and mark v as visited;
3. if (v has unvisited neighbor ^-vertices)
4. then
begin
5. choose V * an unvisited neighbor of v ;
6 .  move to V * ;




9. repeatedly pop the stack to obtain u ,
a vertex with un visited neighbors;




13. choose V* an unvisited neighbor of u ;
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14. move to V * ;
15. ACQUIRE (y* y, 
end
16. else move to do;
end
end
An important aspect of the solution for terrain model acquisition problem is the 
test to detect the completion of the terrain model acquisition. Performing a scan 
operation form each ^-vertex ensures the completion of the terrain model acquisition. 
While executing ACQUIRE, R stops further scan operations if it is located at a %- 
vertex v such that all the neighbors of v are visited and all the nodes on the stack have 
all visited neighbors. At this stage all the nodes of ) are visited. To see this, con­
sider the following argument. A ^-vertex is pushed onto stack only if it is visited by 
R and a scan operation is performed from it. A ^-vertex is removed from the stack 
only if all its neighbors are visited. Let w be a ^-vertex which is not visited by R 
after R empties all the nodes on the stack in its attempt to find a node with an 
un visited neighbor. Let vq be the first ^-vertex R visits. Consider a path from vq to 
w ; such path exists since %(0 ) is connected. Backtrack from w towards vq along this 
path to find the first visited node w* along the path. Since w* is visited, there must 
be a path from vq to w* along visited nodes. Hence, w* should have been pushed 
onto stack at some point of time. But, it would not have been deleted from the stack
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because it has an unvisited neighbor. This is contradiction since the stack is assumed 
to be empty. Hence there does not exist w which is not visited by R. Thus R 
correctly identifies the point at which the terrain model is completely built. Note that 
one can also explicitly use the sufficiency condition used by GNAV discussed in the 
earlier section. The rest of the proof of correctness of ACQUIRE follows along the 
lines of LNAV, and hence we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2.5.4: Given a navigation course %(0 ) for a terrain O , that satisfies the 
properties o f finiteness, connectivity, terrain-visibility and local-constructibility, there 
exist the algorithm ACQUIRE for R to solve the terrain model acquisition problem. □
Note that the number of scan operations performed by R while executing 
ACQUIRE is equal to the number of vertices of ). Note that the number of scan 
operations performed by R while executing LNAV is a variable which depends on the 
strategy used to compute v*. In the case of ACQUIRE, the strategy used to compute 
V* does not effect the number of scan operations but it may effect the other parame­
ters such as the number of times the algorithm B  is invoked, the distance traversed 
etc.
For any fixed strategy for computing v*, the performance of the algorithms 
LNAV and ACQUIRE depends on the parameters (such as size, profile, etc.) of the 
) chosen for the application. In the next chapter, we present two basic varieties of 
) using the visibility graph and the Voronoi diagram of the terrain. We also show 
that each of the proposed structures satisfies the properties of finiteness, connectivity, 
terrain-visibility and local-constructibility properties. We present the exact algo­
rithms for solving the visit problem and tire terrain model acquisition problem in
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Chapter 4 using visibility graph based approach. The algorithms using the Voronoi 
diagrams are presented in Chapter 5. The performance of these methods are com­
pared in Chapter 6.
2.6. Performance Trade-offs
Consider any conventional graph exploration algorithm that visits all the nodes 
of a finite connected graph using only the adjacency lists of the graph. Such an algo­
rithm can be used as a strategy for R  to solve both the visit problem and the terrain 
model acquisition problem. More specifically, the order in which the graph vertices 
are to be visited by R is dictated by the chosen graph algorithm. An adjacency list 
used by the algorithm can be computed from the information obtained from a scan 
operation (if not available in memory), or can be retrieved from memory if it was 
computed earlier. In our earlier sections, we used the depth first search algorithm as a 
strategy for our algorithms. A general graph exploration algorithm EXPLORE dis­
cussed in Mehlhom [1984] is presented below. The algorithm is slightly modified to 
ease the discussion.
Algorithm EXPLORE (v ); 
begin
1. mark v visited;
2. S  {v };
3. while (5 j in not empty)
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begin
4. select a node « e 5 i;
5. let (m ,w ) be an edge out of u such that w is not visited;
6. if (m ,w ) does not exist
7. then delete u from S i
8. else mark w as visited and add to S 
end
end;
The algorithm EXPLORE visits all the vertices of a finite connected graph when 
initialized at a vertex v . S i contains all the visited vertices such that for each v e S i 
all its neighbors are not yet found visited. In each iteration of while loop a visited ver­
tex « is selected. If all neighbors of u are already visited then u is deleted from S j 
(line 7). If u has some unvisited neighbors, one of its neighbors w is selected and 
visited (line 8). The selection of w can be done is several ways. If S ̂  is implemented 
as a queue then we obtain breadth-first search algorithm. Whereas if S ̂  is imple­
mented as a stack we obtain depth-first search algorithm. Any of these algorithms can 
be implemented using R to solve the visit and the terrain model acquisition problems 
correctly.
The algorithm EXPLORE can be visualized as follows; Let ^(0)=(V ,£) denote 
a finite connected graph under exploration. Let S 2  denote the set of all visited ver­
tices, and 53 denote the set of all neighbors of members of S 2  that are not visited, i.e.
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Ŝ3={w 4 S 2  1 (« ,w )e£  and we&g}. Algorithm EXPLORE proceeds in steps. In 
each step, an unvisited vertex w is selected from S3. Then w is marked as visited. 
Also w is removed from S3 and appended to Sg. Further all neighbors of w that are 
not visited, are also inserted into S3. Note that this algorithm can be directly imple­
mented by /? ; S 3 corresponds to the vertices that are detected by R but not visited. In 
any iteration R is located at veSg. Then R selects w e S3 to visit next, and moves to 
S3. After a scan operation is performed from w, the unvisited neighbors of w are 
appended to S3.
These is an important aspect that needs to be considered in the implementation of 
algorithm EXPLORE on R . The set S 2 forms a connected component of ) formed
by the edges along which R has traversed before. However, this component may have 
other edges that are computed by R but not necessarily traversed by R . Recall that R 
can traverse along any %-edge. Each w e S3 is connected to a v e S 2 with a ^-edge; this 
is a computed ^-edge. Thus R can move from any node w je S2 to any node w e S3 by 
using the algorithm B and a graph path finding algorithm. We apply the graph path 
finding algorithm to compute a graph path from w^ to w. Then we compute a path for 
R  by invoking B on each edge of the computed path. Consider that R is located at w^ 
in the last iteration and now it is required to visit w e S3 in the present step. This 
involves navigating R from w ̂  to w . Note that this involves the physical movement 
of R , where as the algorithm implemented on a computer does not worry about which 
node was visited in the last step. This kinetic aspect arising due the physical position 
and movement of R is an important aspect. Thus any algorithm EXPLORE can be 
implemented on R using a %iO ) that satisfies that properties discussed in section 2.4.
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Also note that any such algorithm EXPLORE will correctly solve both the visit and 
the terrain model acquisition problems when used in conjunction with a suitable ^(O ).
In general, the performance of an algorithm A for R is characterized by the fol­
lowing parameters:
(a) Number of scan operations
(b) Distance traversed
(c) Computational complexity
Subsequently, we discuss various trade-offs involved in different implementa­
tions of EXPLORE hy R . We first discuss the issues of the upper bounds on the dis­
tance traversed by /? in executing ACQUIRE or LNAV. We then discuss the aspects 
of the number of sensor operations.
Distance Traversed
The algorithm EXPLORE can be implemented on R in different ways depending 
on the strategies to select w (next node to be visited) and strategies to plan paths from 
w i (the node at which R is presently located) to the node w. The performance of dif­
ferent implementations of EXPLORE on R varies in terms of the parameters listed 
above. We now present five different implementations of algorithm EXPLORE on R . 
We call them A A2, A3, A4 and A5. The algorithm A^ implements the depth-first 
search in its purest form. Let R is located at wj at any step. If wj has unvisited 
neighbors, then R visits one of the unvisited neighbors. If not R  backtracks (physi­
cally) till it reaches a node with an un visited neighbor. It then moves to one of the 
unvisited neighbors. In this case R stores only the path it traversed and this path is
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made use of in backtracking. The algorithm A 2 is similar to Aj except it stores the 
subgraph of ^(O) computed so far. This subgraph has the vertex set of S2US3, and 
the each edge of this subgraph has been computed by R earlier. In navigating from 
Wj to w ,R  computes a graph path on the subgraph using some criterion such as the 
distance. R  uses the algorithm B to plan the actual navigation path for R and hence 
computes the actual distance to be traversed in navigating along any graph edge. Let 
K  denote the number of edges of %(0). Using the Dijkstra’s algorithm the cost of 
computing the path is 0(K^)  and the cost of computing paths is 0(KTg(N)),  where 
Tg (N) is the time complexity of algorithm B invoked on a ^-edge (here Tg(N) is a 
gross upper bound we use to denote the complexity of planning a path along a Ç-edge; 
in specific cases it is possible to come up with better bounds). Here we deal with the 
worst-case scenario of the visit problem. In this case, R visits all the vertices of ̂ (O ), 
and this is the same as any case of the terrain model acquisition problem. Thus the 
total cost of path planning is O (K^+K^T^ (N)).
Consider the algorithm A In this case R moves forward on %(0 ) till it reaches 
a vertex whose neighbors are all visited. This type of motions are called forward 
motions and note that during the movement in between successive vertices involves 
path planning along a single edge. When R encounters a vertex with all visited neigh­
bors, then R backtracks. In summary R moves along the depth-first tree and each 
edge is traversed twice; once during forward motion and the second time during back­
tracking. Thus A 1 calls the algorithm B at most 2K times, thus, the total complexity 
of path planning is 0(/sTg(lV)). Assume that Aj and A 2 use the same strategy to 
select the vertices to be visited. The distance traversed by R using A j and A 2 are the
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same during forward traversals and, whereas the distance traversed by R using A 2 is 
smaller during backtracking. During backtracking A j always moves R along the path 
stored on the stack. A 2 computes a shortest path to backtrack to a required vertex; and 
in the worst-case it can always use the one on the stack. Thus we have the following 
result.
Theorem 2.6.1: In solving the visit problem or the terrain model acquisition problem, 
the distance traversed by R using A 2 is lesser than or equal to that using A j. □
We now consider more general implementation of EXPLORE in terms of the 
algorithms A 3, A 4 and A 5. If /? is located at vertex w then A 4 selects a w e 5 3 where 
w is reachable by a %-edge of minimum distance from a vertex of 5 2^5 3. The algo­
rithm A3 checks if v has unvisited neighbors. If so, it selects one of the un visited ver­
tices. If not, it selects w e S3 using the criterion of A4. It can be directly seen that the 
path planning cost of both these algorithms is given by O {N)). These algo­
rithm look more appealing than the simple depth first based algorithms, but, in some 
case they might navigate R  through paths longer than those obtained by A j. In Fig. 
2.6.1 we show a case where R navigates through a longer distance using Aj (com­
pared to A 2); here ^  is a point robot and the edge length represents the distance to be 
traversed. Fig. 2.6.2. and Fig. 2.6.3 show the cases in which the algorithms A3 and A4 
respectively yield longer distances compared to those obtained by A j. This may not 
be true in all cases. As shown in Fig. 2.6.4 and Fig. 2.6.5, the algorithms A3 and A4 
respectively yield shorter paths compared to those obtained by A In Fig. 2.6.6. we 
show an example in which the algorithms A 3 and A 4 yield smaller distances compared
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to those obtained by A 2, and also smaller distances compared to those obtained by A ̂  
(by Theorem 2.6.1). In summary, the path obtained by A 2 are shorter than those 
obtained by A but the algorithms A2, A3 and A4 are not corhparable in all cases.
The algorithm A 5 locally optimizes the distance traversed, i.e., R  computes w to 
be the ^-vertex that is reachable from wj along a shortest path on the available partial 
%(0 ). It can be easily seen that the total distance traversed by R may not correspond 
to the globally optimal path through all ^-vertices. In fact the problem of finding a 
globally optimal (in terms of distance) is same as the traveling salesman problem if 
^(O) were to be available. This algorithm is intractable (Garey and Johnson (1978)) 
and not very suited for practical implementation on robots that operate in real-time 
even if %(0 ) were available. The problem of finding the globally optimal path with 
partial information on ^(O ) is at least as difficult as the traveling salesman problem. 
Thus we do not attempt to obtain a globally optimal path in our case. The algorithm 
A 5 attempts to optimize the path from w j to w using the available portion of ). It 
has an interesting property that this path is globally optimal. Note that R plans this 
path entirely based on a partially available %(0 ). To prove this consider the navigation 
of R from w j to w along a path P which is shortest on the available portion of %(0 ). 
Assume that there exists a path P j from w ̂  to w on %(0 ) which is shorter than P . 
Note that Pi  is not on the presently available portion of %(0 ), and hence Pi  contains 
at least one vertex u ̂  which is not detected yet. Now move along P j from u j towards 
to obtain «2 the undetected vertex (on P{) closest to wj. Note that there exist a 
visited vertex «4 and a detected vertex «3 on P 1 such that M4 and «3 are adjacent and 
also «3 and U2  axe adjacent as shown in Fig. 2.6.7. Now M3 is a detected vertex
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(a) The graph (b) Path traversed by R using A j
(c) Path traversed by R using A 2
Figure 2.6.1. The distance traversed by R using .A 2 is less than that yielded by >1 j .
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(a) The graph (b) Path traversed by R using A i
(c) Path traversed by/? using A 3 
Figure 2.6.2. Distance traversed by R using A 3 could be more than that yielded byAi.
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(a) The graph (b) Path traversed by R using A j
(c) Path traversed by R using A^
Figure 2.6.3. Distance traversed by R using A 4  could be more than that yielded by A;, 
reachable from Wj along the path and this path contains the vertices from 52US3.
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(a) The graph (b) A minimum spanning tree of graph in (a)
(c) Path traversed by R using A 3 (d) Path traversed by R  using A ^
Figure 2.6.4. The distance traversed by R using A3 is less than that yielded by A 1
The length of this path is less than that of P . This a contradiction because F is the 
shortest path along the nodes of 52U1S3. Thus we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2.6.2: In using the algorithm A^, R always navigates along the globally 
optimal paths from the vertex it is presently located to the vertex that is selected to 
visit next. □
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(a) The graph (b) A minimum spanning tree of graph in (a)
(d) Path traversed by R using A i(c) Path traversed by R using A4 
Figure 2.6.5. The distance traversed by R using A 4 is less than that yielded by A j.
This theorem only states that the individual paths from to w are globally 
optimal. But, R might traverse a longer distance using A 5 compared to that yielded 
by A 1 as shown Fig. 2.6.8. A summary of the performance of the algorithms A j 
through A 5 is presented in Table 2.6.1.
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(a) The graph (b) A minimum spanning tree of graph in (a)
(c) Path traversed by R  using A 3 or A 4 (d) Path traversed by R using A ̂
Figure 2.6.6. Distance traversed by R  using A 3 or A 4 is less than that yielded by A 2.
Sensor Operations
So far we considered the trade-offs based on the computational complexity and 
the distance traversed. We now deal with the number of sensor operations in solving 
the visit problem. Let IT denote the class of all graph searching algorithms that imple­
ment EXPLORE and attempt to minimize the distance traversed by R  (by using some
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Table 2.6.1 : Summary of algorithms A i , A 2 ~A^,A 4  and A 5.
Algorithm method time-complexity distance traversed
depth-first 0 {KTb{N)) < twice
search length of DPT
^2 depth-first 0 (K'^+K'^Ts{N)) ^  distance
and computation traversed by A j
^3 combination same as A 2 -
of A2 andA4
A4 add shortest same as A 2 -
edge
visit nearest same as A 2 globally optimal
edge in each traversal
strategy). Further eveiy algorithm of II is guaranteed to yield an optimal path for 
every invocation as a graph path searching algorithm. The set II is the set of admissi-




Figure 2.6.7, Using A^,R  navigates from w j to w along globally optimal path.
ble algorithms discussed by Hart et al (1968). Note that these strategies, when imple­
mented on R , will only attempt to minimize the distance, but none of them can be 
guaranteed to achieve the minimum (of a chosen criterion) in all cases. However 
using some strategies that attempt to minimize could give rise to good solutions in 
many cases. Now consider the A* implementation of the EXPLORE. The evaluation 
function for each vertex v is given by
/(v)=g(v)+A(v)
Where g (v ) is the cost of the path from the start vertex to v with minimum cost so far 
found by A *, and h{y) is any estimate of the cost of an optimal path from v to the 
destination. We consider the lower bound function h{v ) which is the straight-line dis­
tance between the present location of R and the destination. This estimator satisfies 
the consistency condition stated in Hart et al (1968). In this situation it is shown that
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(a) The graph
(b) Path obtained by A , (c) Path obtained by A -
Figure 2.6.8. Distance obtained by^ig could be longer than that yielded by A j.
A * which chooses the next node based on the least estimated value for /  (v ) accesses 
the least number of adjacency lists among all the algorithms that guarantee optimal
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path (in each invocation). This translates to the fact tliat when implemented on /?, * 
uses the least number of scan operations in solving the visit problem compared to any 
member of IT. Here we implicitly assume (as stated in Hart et al (1968)) that each 
member of H is no more informed than A * which informally means that no member 
of n  has any additional knowledge than that is used by A*. Thus we have the follow­
ing very direct result.
Theorem 2.6.3: Among all graph exploration algorithms ofH, the A* implementation 
o f EXPLORE results in a minimum number o f scan operations in solving the visit 
problem. □
Discussion in this section deals with a navigation course which is defined to be 
an abstract graph. In the next section, we define two generic types of navigational 
courses, and subsequently we discuss the exact algorithms based on these structures. 
We use the A 2 as an implementation for the algorithm EXPLORE.
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Two Classes of Navigation Courses
3.1. Introduction
We presented an abstract paradigm that yields algorithms to solve the visit prob­
lem and the terrain model acquisition problem in the last chapter. In order to ensure 
the correctness of these algorithms the navigation course %(0 ) has to satisfy the pro­
perties of finiteness, connectivity, terrain-visibility and local-constructibility (listed in 
L ). In this chapter, we discuss two generic types of navigation courses based on the 
structures of the visibility graph and the Voronoi diagram. We define variants of these 
structures and show that they satisfy the required properties of list L to be qualified as 
potential candidates for navigational courses. These two structures present two basi­
cally different strategies for solving the visit and terrain model acquisition problems. 
The algorithms based on the visibility graph structures navigate R arbitrarily close to 
obstacle edges and vertices. Whereas the algorithms based on the Voronoi diagram 
keep R as far from the obstacle boundaries as possible.
3.2. Visibility Graph Based Navigation Courses
First, we present a ) to be used by a point robot, and in this case %(0 ) is the 
visibility graph of O for three-dimensional terrains. For two-dimensional terrains we 
define a restricted visibility graph which is a subgraph of the visibility graph with the 
vertex set restricted to the convex obstacle vertices. For circular robots (0>0) we 
present a ) based on the restricted visibility graph. In each of the cases we show 
that the proposed variant of the visibility graph satisfies the properties of finiteness,
68
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connectivity, terrain-visibility and local-constructibility.
3.2.1. Point Robot
For a point robot we consider finite-sized three-dimensional terrains populated 
by polyhedral obstacles, i.e. O,- is a finite-sized polyhedron with a finite number of 
vertices. In this case ^(O ) is the visibility graph of O . Then for the two-dimensional 
terrains, we define the restricted visibility graph VG * (O) which is a subgraph of the 
visibility graph with its node set restricted to convex obstacle vertices. 
Three-dimensional Terrains
The visibility graphs have been extensively studied in computational geometry 
and robot motion planning. Formally, the Visibility Graph, VG{0) = (V,E), of a ter­
rain populated by the obstacle set O is defined as follows:
(i) V is the union of vertices of all obstacle polyhedra,
(ii) A line joining the vertices v,- and Vj forms an edge (v,-,vy) e E if and only if 
it is either an obstacle edge or it is not intersected by any obstacle.
See Fig. 3.2.1 for an example of a visibility graph. We shall now discuss the 
properties of VG (O ). First we show the connectivity of VG (O) in the following 
Lemma:
Lemma 3.2.1: The graph VG(0)  is graph connected, i.e, there exists a path between 
any two nodes ofVG {O ).
Proof: Let EXT(Oi) denote the exterior of an obstacle polyhedron 0 ,e (9 . Let 
VER (Pi ) and EDG (Oi ) be the sets of vertices and edges, respectively, of the obstacle 
Oi- The graph G=(VER(Oi),EDG(Oi)) is connected because every vertex of a
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(a) A terrain 0 = {0 i,0 2 ,0 ^}
(b)TheVG(O)
Figure 3.2.1. The visibility graph.
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polyhedron O,- can be reached from every other vertex by traversing along the edges 
of Oi. Hence, the connectivity of VG (O ) can be shown by showing that there exists 
a path between each pair of graphs Gj=(V£R(0j),£DG((5j)) and 
Gj =(VER (Oj ),EDG (Oj )), for / .
First we show that VG(0) is connected if each G, eG  is a convex polyhedron.
Let VISI (v ), for v e  VER (Pi ) be the points visible form v , when only the G,- is present
in the obstacle terrain, i.e., for xeV ISI(y), the line segment joining x  and v lies
entirely in EXT (Oi ). We have VISI (v ) = EXT (G,- ) for a convex polyhedron
veVER(Pi)
Oi. Let the obstacle terrain consist of exactly two convex obstacles O^ and G2- It is 
easily seen that at least one edge exists (that coincides v/ith line/plane of support) 
between one vertex of G^ and one of the vertices of G 2* Thus 0  x and G 2 form a con­
nected graph.
Consider placing another obstacle G 3 in die existing terrain. First consider two 
dimensional case. For each vertex v of G 3, let v x and V2 denote the vertices adjacent 
to V such that G 3 lies to the right of the line segments vxv and W2 (M denotes the 
line segment joining two points p  and q ). Imagine a semi-infinite ray r  originating 
from V and containing Vxv. Let us sweep r in the clockwise direction until r  contains 
W2. By sweeping such rays from every vertex of G 3 we cover the entire EXT(Pi). 
Since both G x and O 2  are contained in EXT(G3), the ray touches one of G x and G2 in 
one of the configurations shown in Fig. 3.3.2. The obstacle Gx and G 2 may be 
encountered separately by r  as in Fig. 3.3.2 (a). One obstacle may cover the other as 
in Fig. 3.3.2 (b). In the other case the obstacle may be as shown as in Fig. 3.3.2(c). In








Figure 3.2.2. Configuration of O i and O 2 as the ray r  sweeps from a vertex of O3. 
all these case at one point one of the r ’s touch one of the vertices of O j or 02- This 
implies that there an edge between one of the vertices of O 3 and a vertex of or O 2
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Now consider three dimensional case. Let v be a vertex and let / 1/ 2» ' ' ' be the 
clockwise listing of faces that meet at v when we look at v from outside of O3. Let e,- 
be the edge (that contains v ) between /,• and /,+ i is the edge between /  ̂ and / 1). 
Now consider the half-plane with e,- as end line. Let us sweep this plane (in the exte­
rior of (9 3) with Cl as axis; initially this plane contains / ;  and after the sweep contains 
/j+ i. It is clear that by sweeping all planes corresponding to all vertices of O3 we 
cover the EXT ((9 3). By using the earlier arguments at least one plane should touch 
one of the vertices of either 0 ^ 0 x 0  2 - This proves the existence of the suitable edge. 
We observe that at least one vertex of O3 lies in V75/(v), for 
Ve VER (O i)uVER ((92). Hence, VG(O) for <9 = { 0 1,02 *^3} is a connected graph. 
This argument can be extended for any finite number of convex polyhedra. Hence, 
VG (O ) connected if every obstacle polyhedron is (9,- is a convex.
Consider the terrains with non-convex obstacles. Consider the convex hull 
CH(Oi) formed by joining the ‘outer’ vertices of (9,e (9. If two obstacles Oi and Oj 
are such that CH(Oi)r\CH(Oj)^,  then at least one obstacle enters a ‘concavity’ of 
the other. We can apply the ‘sweeping’ method (sweeping area restricted to the con­
cavity) to show that an edge exists between VG({0,}) and VG({Oj}). Let us ‘con­
ceptually’ combine these two obstacles, and note that VG ({Oi ,0j }) is connected. 
Let us recursively apply this technique on the resultant terrain to obtain a terrain of 
‘combined’ obstacles denoted by (9 ={(9\,(9 2, ,0  m < 1 0 |, and
\ o \  m , ,
X^VER (0i)=\jiVER (O ,). By our construction CH(i> i)nCH(O j)=^. Consider a 
i=l i=l
vertex v e  VER (O ,• ) and v id VER (CH (O ,• )). There is always a path from v to v 1
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along the edges of VG ({O ,•}) and thus v and v j are connected. Hence VG ({O ,•}) is 
connected for i=l,2, • • vw - Now VG({ CH (O\),CH (O 2), ' ' ' }) is con­
nected since each CH (O ,• ) is convex. Thus VG (O ) is connected. □
A point robot R uses VG (O ) as the navigation course %(0 ) in solving the visit 
and terrain model acquisition problems. We shall now summarize the properties of 
VG (0):
Properties 3.2.1:
(i) VG (P ) has N vertices and O (N^) edges and hence satisfies finiteness property.
(ii) V G (0) is graph connected. Since it can be viewed as a 1-skeleton it is topologi­
cally (path) connected.
(iii) VG (O ) satisfies terrain visibility since ^  VISI (v )=0, where VISI (v ) is the set o f
v s V
all points visible from v (i.e. the line segment that joins x^V ISK y) to v is entirely 
contained in the closure ofQ.).
(iv) VG (O ) satisfies the local-constructibility property by the definition o f scan opera­
tion. □
Now consider a point robot R . When R visits a vertex v of VG (O ), it locates 
itself at the corresponding obstacle vertex. When it navigates between two nodes v j 
and V2 (vi,V2 e V) it moves along the corresponding edge (vi,V2>, because the edge 
(v i,V2) provides a collision-free path for R between v j and V2-
Two-dimensional Terrains
Let us now consider the two-dimensional terrains populated by polygonal obsta-
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Figure 3.2.3. The restricted visibility graph VG*{0) of terrain of Fig. 3.2.1 (a).
des. An obstacle vertex v is said to be convex if the angle included (inside the obsta­
cle) by the obstacle edges that are incident at v is less than jc. We define the restricted 
visibility graph VG * (O )=(F ,E ) of the terrain O as follows:
(i) V is the union of all convex vertices of obstacle polygons,
(ii) A line joining the vertices v,- and vj forms an edge (v,- ,vj)e E if and only if it
is either an obstacle edge of it is not intersected by any obstacle polygon.
Fig. 3.2.3 shows an example of a restricted visibility graph. The VG* (O) is a 
subgraph of VG (O ), and VG * (0 )  coincides with VG (O ) if every O,- e  O is a convex 
polygon. Thus, in the worst-case, VG *(0)  has the same number of vertices (edges) 
as VG (0). However, in a general case where O contains some non-convex vertices, 
the VG *(0) has lesser number of nodes than VG (O ). Thus the number of nodes 
(edges) of VG *(0) is less than or equal to those of VG (O ). We now have the
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Figure 3.2.4. The shortest path runs through non-convex vertex v .
Lemma 3.2.2: The restricted visibility graph VG* (O) satisfies the properties ofcon-
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nectivity and terrain-visibility.n
Proof: The key observation is that the shortest path between any two points in free 
space is a polygonal path that runs through the obstacle vertices (see Sharir and Shorr 
(1986)). Additionally we can show that such a path passes through only convex obs­
tacle vertices. We can show this as follows: Let us say that the shortest path passes 
through a non-convex vertex v. Let and v 2 be the obstacles vertices adjacent to v 
on a shortest path i.e., the shortest path passes along the edges (v i,v ) and (v ,^2)- Ima­
gine a rubber band stretched (in the free-space) along the vertices Vj,v and V2, and 
then released. The action of the rubber band can be visualized as follows: Imagine a 
long line segment (a ray) extending from vj through v. Rotate this ray around Vjinto 
the concavity till it encounters V2 or a convex vertex, say «j. Now rotate the ray 
around m j in a similar fashion. Note that each such rotation brings the line closer to 
V2, and there can be only a finite number of rotations. Thus the rubber band will touch 
the convex vertices, say i =1,2,.../:, contained in the triangle formed by vi,v and V2 
(see Fig. 3.2.4). It is clear from Fig. 3.2.4 (a) and Fig. 3.2.4(b) that for cases k=\,2 
the path followed by rubber band is shorter that the original path. For t= l  draw per­
pendiculars at to segments v^mi and uv2. Here length of vjUi (mjV2) is less than
that of VjSj (^2̂ 2)- Thus the path V\,u^,v2  is shorter. If /:=2, the key idea is to note 
that the length of the original path contained in between the end perpendiculars of
U1 U2  is greater than or equal to the length of M1M2. Thus the path vi,«i,m2,v2 is 
shorter than v , V 2- For k'^'i we use the same argument. Draw perpendiculars at the 
end of each line segment joining «,• and It is clear that the perpendiculars drawn 
at each m,- will include a positive angle. Now it is easy to see that for each segment
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the length of this segment is less than or equal to the length of the original path 
contained within the perpendiculars at a,- and Thus the path obtained by the 
rubber band is shorter than the original path. Thus the shortest path between any two 
points in free-space is a polygonal path that runs exclusively through the convex obs­
tacle vertices.
Now consider the shortest path between any convex obstacle vertices. By the 
above arguments these two vertices are connected by a polygonal path that runs 
exclusively through the convex obstacle vertices. This is precisely a path on the res­
tricted visibility graph VG * (O ). This proves the connectivity property of VG * (O ).
To prove the terrain-visibility consider the following construction. For any 
xeCl, join % to a point y on an obstacle polygon. Extend this line and choose a point 
z on this line which is outside the convex hull C (O ) of the terrain. Consider the shor­
test path fromx to z , and move along this path from x to the first convex obstacle ver­
tex M. Then x  is visible from this node u of VG*(0). Thus VG *{0) satisfies the 
terrain-visibility property. Hence the Lemma. □
It is clear that VG *(0) has at most N  vertices and it satisfies local- 
constructibility property. In summary we have the following properties.
Property 3.2.2: The restricted visibility graph VG *(0) satisfies the properties o f 
finiteness, connectivity, terrain-visibility and local-constructibility. □
In navigating in two-dimensional terrains R  uses VG *(0) as a navigational 
course.
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3.2.2 Circular Robot
In this section we propose a family of graph structures such that each of its 
members satisfies the four properties of list L . Each such structure resembles the res­
tricted visibility graph and can be used as a potential candidate for %{0 ). Here, we 
consider two-dimensional terrains.
We say that R is positioned at x  \£ its center is located at x  and x  is called the 
position o fR . We say that a position %2 is reachable from the present position of 
R if and only if R can be moved to xg, through a finite sequence of translational and 
rotational motions, without colliding with the obstacles.
Consider the set FP of free-placements in which R  is entirely contained in Q. 
Note that the free-space O is an open polygonal region and the boundary of its closure
n
is the boundary of the union of obstacle polygons. The FP is composed of 
»=i
connected components, and let V  be the maximal connected component that contains 
the initial position xq of ̂ . Any position of R reachable from xq belongs to Y. Con­
sider r= T  © /?, where © is the Minkowski sum and R is taken as a open disc, i.e. F= 
{x+y |x e  'P and ye/?}. It is clear that F is an open connected set. See Fig. 3.2.5 and 
Fig. 3.2.6 for examples. The boundary of closure of F  consists of edges of ’s and 
circular arcs (possibly zero in number). The circular arcs are generated in the case 
when R is located in such a way that its closure intersects two distinct objects; an 
object is an obstacle vertex or an obstacle edge. Fig.3.2.7 shows three basic cases that 
give rise to circular arcs. In Fig.3.2.7''a) and Fig.3,2.7(b), the circular arc is formed 
when R , the closure of R , intersects two distinct edges. In Fig.3.2.7(c), R intersects
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two obstacle vertices. In Fig.3.2.7(d) and Fig 3.2.7(e), R intersects one obstacle edge 
and one obstacle vertex. Each such circular arc is formed by a unique pair of points at 
which R  intersects boundary of obstacles; each such point is called the end-vertex and 
the corresponding pair is called the end-pair. Notice that an end-vertex is either an 
obstacle vertex or a point on an obstacle edge.
Let 0(v ) denote the angle subtended by an obstacle at its vertex v . Recall that a 
vertex v is said to form a convex comer if 0(v )<tc. The vertex v is said to form a con­
cave comer otherwise (i.e. Q(v)>it). Let the equi-distance line of a free vertex v, 
denoted by EL (v ), be a portion of the bisector of 0(v ) that extends from v to the out­
wards of the obstacle. Now we have the property that any obstacle vertex contained 
in r  is a convex vertex. These convex vertices can belong to one of the two 
categories. First category consists of all the convex vertices that form an end-pair. 
And second category consists of slXfree vertices which are convex vertices contained 
in r  and do not form an end-pair. Note that by definition we can place R so that it 
touches a firee vertex v and we can rotate it around v. Let vjv and w  2 be the seg­
ments of obstacle edges contained in F. We can slide R  along v jv to v (at least 
through infinitesimally small distance) and rotate it around v and then slide it along 
the edge to V2. Then during the rotation the center of R intersects EL (v ) at one posi­
tion. This shows that all points on EL (v ) within a distance of S (from v ) are in free- 
space. Thus we have the following properties.
Properties 3.2.3: I fv  is an obstacle vertex in F  then v is convex. I fv  is a free vertex 
then all points on EL (v ) within a distance o f ̂  from  v are contained in F. □
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Figure 3.2.5. Case of circular R - smaller S.
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(b)r
Figure 3.2.6. Case of circular/? - bigger 5.




Figure 3.2.7. Generation of circular arcs of P.
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Here, we are interested in a graph structure for circular R which is similar to the 
visibility graph for a point robot. Earlier, Chew (1985) proposed a path graph which 
is an extension of a visibility graph. This path graph is used to plan optimal path 
between two points through a two-dimensional terrain, and this graph has O (N^) ver­
tices and O (N^) edges. Here we define another graph structure called the modified 
visibility graph which has at most N  vertices. This structure suffices to be a naviga­
tional course, and we do not require the rather large size of the path graph for our pur­
poses in solving the visit and terrain model acquisition problems. More specifically we 
define a family of graphs; each member of this family is a potential candidate for 
%(0 ). This reduction in the cardinality of the vertex set is important because the solu­
tion to terrain model acquisition problem and the visit problem (in a worst-case) may 
require a number of scan operations equal to the number of vertices of %{0 ).
Modified Visibility Graph
We now present a family of graphs such that any member of this family can be 
used by /? as a navigational course. The node set V of this graph is the union of the 
free vertices contained in F. Let us consider a function f  :V—> u  EL(v) called the
v e  V
sensing function. This function assigns a unique point on EL(v) for each v e  V, i.e. 
/(v )e £ L (v ) . Now, let us define the Modified Visibility Graph of the obstacle terrain 
O with respect to a sensing function / ,  denoted by VGf {O )=(V,E ), as follows:
(i) V  is the set of all free vertices of F,
(ii) there exists an edge (v,w )eE if and only if the line joining w and /  (v) lies
entirely in F, and does not cross the boundary of F.
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(a) Position of R at the free vertices
(b) The graph VGf (O )
Figure 3.2.8. Example for VGf (O ).
For a given obstacle terrain O , there exists family of modified visibility graphs, 
denoted by {VGf(0)} corresponding to all possible /  s. For each v e V,  there are 
infinitely many potential images in EL (v ) (since /  (v ) e EL(y)  and EL (v ) is a subset 
of the real-line). Consequently the cardinality of the family of graphs {VGf {O )} is not 
finite. See Fig. 3.2.8 for an example of VGf (O ). We have the following lemma:
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Lemma 3.2.3: The modified visibility graph VG^(P)  e (VGf{0)} satisfies the con­
nectivity, and terrain-visibility properties for a l l f  such that we have | | v - /  (v ) | | <5, 
for all ve V.
Proof: We first discuss the connectivity property. Consider two free vertices 
vi,V2sV . Consider a shortest path from Vj to V2 that runs through F  such that the 
path does not cross the boundary of F. Such a path exists because F  is a connected 
set. This path runs through only convex vertices of F. Using the arguments similar to 
those in the proof of Lemma 3.2.2 (using rubber band) we can show that the path runs 
through only the free vertices of F. Here the convex vertices that form an end-pair 
can be essentially treated as concave comers, and it the shortest path can be shown not 
to pass through them. Consider an edge (vi,V2) of such shortest path. Now consider a 
rubber band stretched from v j to V2. Then move the v j end of the rubber band along 
EL (v i) to f  (v  i). In this state the rubber band might touch some other free vertices.
Let the rubber band run through the free vertices «i, Wg m,. Here u\ is visible
from /(v j) .  Hence (v^.w^) is an edge of VGf{0).  Apply the same technique from 
each of m,- ’s. It is clear that there is a path from v ̂  to V2 along the VGf (O). Thus the 
VGf (P ) is connected.
Now consider the terrain-visibility property. Consider axeCL Now consider a 
shortest path from x to a free vertex such that the path lies entirely in F  as described 
above. This path runs through the free vertices of F. Move on this path from x  to the 
first free vertex u . Then imagine a rubber band stretched from x to m , and move its u 
end along EL (u ) to /  (u ). If the line from x to /  (m ) is not intercepted by any obsta­
cle then we are done. Otherwise move from x along the stretched rubber band to the
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first free vertex, and apply the same procedure. The repeated application of the pro­
cedure results in free vertex u j such that x  is visible from /  (u i). Hence the Lemma. 
□
We shall now present the other properties of VGf (O ) with an /  that satisfies the 
condition stated in Lemma 3.2.3. It is clear that VGf (O ) has at most N  vertices and 
O (N^) edges. Imagine a sensor located at /  (v ), v e  V. Note that all free vertices that 
are visible from /  (v ) can be obtained from the information from a single scan. Thus 
VGf (O ) satisfies the local-constructibility property. We summerize all these proper­
ties as follows;
Properties 3.2.4: A graph VGf(0)  with an f  that satisfies the condition stated in 
Lemma 3.23, satisfies the properties o f finiteness, connectivity, terrain-visibility and 
local-constructibility. □
Consider Fig. 3.2.8(a) again. The circular R is trapped inside the regions formed 
by the obstacles O i, O 2  and O3. The vertices vj, vg and V3 are free vertices inside F. 
The circles show the positions of R , and the small dark circles inside the R  show the 
images of the vertices under /  on the corresponding EL s. The corresponding graph 
VG f(0 )  is shown in Fig. 3.2.8(b). In the next chapter, we propose solutions for the 
visit problem and the terrain model acquisition problem wherein R uses a member of 
{VGf (O )} that satisfies the condition stated in Lemma 3,2. In the remainder of this 
chapter we present navigation courses based on the Voronoi diagram.
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3.3. Voronoi Diagram Based Navigation Courses
In this section we discuss the navigational courses based on the Voronoi diagram 
of the terrain. We first present a %(0 ) to be used by a point robot. We then extend 
our discussion to a circular robot.
3.3.1. Point Robot
For jce £1, we define Near(x) as the set of points that belong to the boundaries of 
obstacles O,-, i =1,2, • • • ,n and are closest to x . The Voronoi diagram, Vor (0  ), of the 
terrain populated by O is the set of points;
e QjNear (x ) contains more than one point}
In this case, Vor (O) is a union of 0(iV) straight lines and parabolic arcs ( see Lee and 
Diysdale (1981) and Kirkpatrick (1979) for more details). Each of this line or para­
bolic arc is referred to as V-edge. The points at which the edges meet are called V- 
vertices. Furthermore, Vor (O ) can be specified as a combinatorial graph in which 
each edge is labeled with two end V-vertices, and an equation defining it as a curve in 
the plane. Each V-vertex is labeled with its coordinates. Fig. 3.3.1. show an example 
of Voronoi diagram for a simple terrain.
Consider the convex hull C (O ) of union of vertices of all obstacles (i.e. convex
n
hull of [jVER (Pi)). Let E (0 )  denote the polygonal region obtained by pushing the 
j=l
edges o f C (0 )  outwards by a distance of s and taking the interior of ‘grown’ region 
as shown in Fig.3.3.2. Let us define Vori(0)=(Vor(Q .)r£(O ))udE(0), where 
dE (O ) is the boundary of E (O ). We interchangeably use Vor^iO ) and ^(O ) in this
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section for ease of discussion. In fact ^(O ) precisely contains the Voronoi diagram of 
O that lies inside £ ( 0 )  and the boundary of E (0 ) . See Fig.3.3.3. for an example. 
The set of vertices of ) is the union of V-vertices, vertices of the envelop E (0 )  
and intersection points of edges of dE (O ) with V-edges. Similarly the edges of ) 
is the union of edges of Vor (O ) that are contained in £  (O ) and the edges of 3£ (O ). 
The vertices (edges) of ^(O) are henceforth referred to as ^-vertices (^-edges). It is 
easy to see ^((9 ) as a planar graph formed by ^-vertices and %-edges. The set of all 
^-vertices that are adjacent to a ^-vertex v constitute the set of neighbors of v .
Figure 3.3.3. The navigation course ^((9) for terrain O of Fig. 3.3.1.
In this section, the point robot R  uses ) as an underlying structure for naviga­
tion. Any ^-vertex specifies a location for R and a ^-edge (v%,v2) specifies a
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(a) A terrain O ={0^,02,0^}
VoriO)
(b) The Voronoi diagram Vor(0  )
Figure 3.3.1. The Voronoi diagram.
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(a) The convex hull C (O ) of terrain O of Fig. 3.3.1(a)
/  ^ " 
/L-L-W
/ \
(b) The extended hull E (0 )o f  terrain O of Fig. 3.3.1(a) 
Figure 3.3.2. Examples ofC (O ) and E  (O ).
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collision-free path for R between vj and V2- In the reminder of this section we inves­
tigate the following basic properties of %(0 ):
(j)Combinatorial properties: The number of ^-vertices is at most 5N—n —2, and 
the number of %-edges is at most 7N -3n—3.
(n)Connectivity: %(0) is topologically connected, and consequently ^(O) is 
graph connected when viewed as a combinatorial graph.
im)Terrain-visibility: Every point in the closure of free-space A is visible from 
some ^-vertex.
(iv) Local-constructibility: All the neighbors of a ^-vertex v are correctly com­
puted from the seen-part obtained through a scan operation performed at v .
These properties are used in the subsequent chapters to develop and analyze 
solutions for the terrain model acquisition and the visit problems.
(i) Combinatorial Properties:
Consider an obstacle <9,-, and consider the subset of %(0 ) such that each point on 
this subset has a nearest neighbor on the boundary of O,-. This subset consists of one 
cycle and a finite set of trees. See Fig.3.3.4 for an example. The cycle is formed by 
the points of ) that either lie on the subset of BE{0)  ( corresponding to (9, ) or 
have a nearest neighbor on the boundary of Oj , i . The points whose set of neigh­
bors entirely consist of points on the boundary of 0 / form a finite set of trees. These 
points do not form cycles. If they form a cycle, one can trace part of boundary of 
contained inside such a cycle. This part of O,- ’s boundary is disjoint from the rest of 
the subset of (9,- ’s boundary. This is a contradiction because O,- is homeomorphic to a




Figure 3.3.4. Subset of %(0 ) corresponding to O j.
disc in the plane. Thus each O,- gives rise to a face of ̂ (0 ).
We define the dual D ( 0 )  of  the Vor (O ) as follows: Draw perpendiculars to each 
obstacle edge at the convex end-points (obstacle vertices) and extend them outwords 
as shown in Fig.3.3.5. Some perpendiculars terminate on Vor(0  ) and some extend to 
infinity. Now A is partitioned into regions such that the points belonging to each parti­
tion are closer to either an obstacle edge (if the boundary of the region contains an 
obstacle edge) or an obstacle vertex (if the boundary of the region does not contain an 
obstacle edge). We represent each region by a node in the dual D ( 0 )  called a D-node. 
Two D-nodes are connected by a D-edge if and only if the corresponding regions meet 
at either a %-edge or a perpendicular. The D ( p )  can be shown to be a planar graph
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Figure 3.3.5. Partition of Q with %-edges and perpendiculars.
along the lines of Lee and Drysdale (1981). The dual of Vor (O ) of Fig.3.3.5 is shown 
in Fig.3.3.6. We utilize the dual in estimating the bounds on the size of ^(O). We 
note the following:
#%-vertices ^ #V-vertices+#intersection points+#vertices of E (O ).
Now E (O ) is a convex set that encloses all the O,- 's. Fig. 3.3.7 shows the sim­
plest form of the Voronoi diagram, and it is clear that a single V-edge can not extend 
towards both sides of E(0) .  Note that as we traverse along the Vor(0)  from one
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Figure 3,3.6. Dual D{ 0 )  corresponding to partition of Fig. 3.3.5.
intersection point to the other we encounter two V -vertices; first when we move into 
the influence of vertex to that of an edge and vice versa. Such a change in influence 
occurs when ever there is an obstacle on the either side of the V-edge. Let dE(P)  
intersect a V-edge more than once, say a tp  j and P 2  (see Fig. 3.3.8). The line joining 
p  I and P 2 should contain the entire O to only one side. This can be established as fol­
lows: Assume that O is partitioned into two non-empty sets. Thus O has to be con­
tained on only one side of the V-edge through p j and P 2 - But, this is not possible





Figure 3.3.7. Simplest Vor (O ).
because the other side of the V-edge should contain at least an obstacle edge or an 
obstacle vertex. Hence, each V -edge can intersect dE (O ) at most once. Thus the 
number of intersection points between BE (O ) and Vor (O ) is at most equal to the 
number of V -edges. We have the following result:
#4-vertices <= W  -vertices +#V -edges that intersect E (O )+#vertices of BE (O )
We shall now obtain a bound on the number of ^-edges. Each V -edge that lies 
(even partially) inside E { 0 )  forms a single %-edge. Each edge of £  (O ) that is not 
intersected by a V -edge forms a single ^-edge. Each edge of  E ( 0 )  that is intersected 
by r  distinct V -edges forms r-Hl %-edges (see Fig. 3.3.9). Hence we have the follow­
ing:
#%-edges < #V-edges +#intersection points+#vertices of E ( 0 )




Figure 3.3.8. dE (O ) intersects a V -edge at most once.
V—edge V-edge 2 V-edge,
edge of BE (O)
Figure 3.3.9. r V-edges intersecting a single edge of dE (O) generate r+1 ^-edges.
We utilize these above bounds and the duality notion in establishing the bounds 
on the size of ̂ (O ) in the following Lemma.
Lemma 3.3.1:
(i) (n-l-5)/2^^-vertices ^ iV - n -2
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(ü) 3(n+l)/2< #^-edges ^ N - 3 n - 3
Proof: From the above discussion the graph of %(0 ) contains n+1 faces; one each for 
each Of e  O and the other corresponding the exterior of E (O ). Each face has at least 
three %-edges. Let V , E ,  and F  denote vertices, edges and faces respectively. Thus 





Again £2:3/2F =3/2(n+l). Thus the lower bounds are obtained.
Consider the dual D (O ). There can be at most 2N regions and hence for the 
dual V<2N. As shown in Fig.3.3.5, each ^-node is obtained when at least three seg­
ments meet; each segment could be either a ^-edge or a perpendicular. Thus each %- 
vertex generates a face of D ( 0 )  with at least three edges. Moreover, each obstacle Oi 
generates a face in 2) (O ) with at least three edges. There is an ‘outer’ face with the 
number of edges given by 5, which is greater than or equal to the number of vertices 
onC(O ). Now, 2E^3(F-n-l)+lV+S and F^2N. The Euler’s equation gives
V+F =E+2 
2N+F ^3/2(,F-n-l)+3/2n+S/2+2 
4N—S —l ' ^  =#D -faces
Now we have, #£>-faces = #y-vertices+n+l. And also
#V-vertices^D -faces + S  — 1— n 
#V-vertices^N  —n —S  —2
Now using the Euler’s equation (for D( 0 ) )  V+F =E+2, we get 2N + F ^+ 2.
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In other words #D -edges ^2N +F -2<2N+4N-1-S -2=6N-S -3. Now,
#D -edges=# V -edges + Uperpendiculars 
Furthermore, each obstacle gives rise to at least three perpendiculars. Hence,
#V-edges^D  -edges—3n =6N—S -3 /t-3  
Now consider the points of intersection of dE (O ), and V -edges. Let us navigate
along the boundary of £  (O ) in a clockwise direction. We can partition dE (O ) into at
most 2N partitions such that points of each partition are closest to an obstacle edge or
an obstacle vertex. As we move past an intersection, we move from the influence of
one obstacle edge or vertex to that of another obstacle vertex or edge. If V -edge that
intersects dE (O ) is formed by single obstacle, then it is due to at least two obstacle
edges c j and C2 as shown in Fig. 3.3.10(a). As in Fig. 3.3.10(b), if the V-edge is
formed by two obstacles, then we can also imagine it to be formed because of two
obstacle edges. Thus there can be at most N  intersections of the V  -edges with the
E (O ). Using the above bounds, we have
#^-vertices ^ N - n - 2
Similarly we obtain that
#^-edges ^7N -3n-3
Hence, the Lemma. □
By the direct application of the bounds given by Kirkpatrick (1979) on the 
number of V-vertices and V-edges, we can obtain the bounds of llN -4 n -8  and 
13N-6rt—10 respectively on the number of ^-vertices and ^-edges. Note that our 
bounds are tighter than these bounds.




(a) V-edge generated by a single obstacle
V-edge
(b) V-edge generated by two obstacles 
Figure 3.3.10. Intersection of a V -edge with dE (O ).
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(ii) Connectivity Property:
We shall now discuss the connectivity property of ̂ (O ). A  map Im:Q—>Vor (Q) 
is defined by O’Dunlaing and Yap (1985) as follows: Let z eO . If x is on V or(0)  
then Vm (x)=% ; otherwise, Near(x)={p } for some point p  on the boundary of A. 
Let L  be the semi-finite straight line from p  through x , and define Im {x ) to be the 
first point y  (if it exists), where L  intersects Vor (A). Intuitively, Im (x ) is obtained by 
"pushing" x  away from the closest wall (or comer) until it lies on the Voronoi 
diagram. We state a Theorem from O’Dunlaing and Yap (1985).
Fact 3.3.1: I f  Q. is bounded, then (i) the map Im is a continuous retraction o f Q onto 
Vor(0) (so V or(0 ) is a retract o f Cl), and (ii) if Im(x)i^x, then the clearance is 
strictly increasing along the line-segment joining x  to Im (x ). □
We show the connectivity of %(0 ) in the following lemma:
Lemma 3.3.2: The combinatorial graph corresponding to ^(O ) is topologically and 
graph connected, i.e., there exists a path consisting o f ^-edges between any two %- 
vertices.
Proof: The obstacle-free region O is homeomorphic to (real) plane with n closed 
discs removed from it; each disc corresponding to a single obstacle. Hence, Cl is 
(polygonally) path connected. This implies that there exists a polygonal path between 
any two points in Q. Im is shown to be a continuous retraction of O onto Vor (0  ) 
(Fact 3.3.1). Thus Vor(£l) is a continuous image of a connected set O, and hence is 
connected when the domain of Im is restricted to E (0 ) .  Thus V o r(il)n E (0 )  is con­
nected. It is also clear that dE (O ) (the boundary of £  (O ) which is is homeomoiphic 
to a circle in plane ) is also topologically connected. Now,
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(Vor (O)nE (O ))rVE (O ) # ,  and hence ^ (0 )  = (Vor(C i)nE(0))udE(0) is con­
nected by Clover-leaf Theorem (Munkres (1975)). Since we are dealing with metric 
spaces topological connectedness implies path connectedness. Thus there exits a path 
from any point to any other point on ^(O ) along the edges of ^(O ). In particular, 
there exists a path (along %-edges) between any two ^-vertices. □
Figure 3.3.11. Cellular decomposition of Cîr\E (O ).
(Hi) Terrain-Visibility Property;
Consider x e £2. Recall that x  is visible from y if the straight-line joining x
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and y  is contained entirely within the closure of Q. We shall show that every x e  A is 
visible from some ^-vertex. In particular, every point on the boundary of Q (which is 
the union of boundaries of <?,• ’s) is visible from some ^-vertex. Speaking less for­
mally, by performing a sensor operation from each ^-vertex, we can detect all obstacle 
vertices and edges. Let us obtain the cellular decomposition of the closure of 
A nE  (P ) as follows: From each of V -vertex v , draw extension lines; each extension 
line joins v to all its nearest obstacle edges and the nearest obstacle vertices. See Fig. 
3.3.11. Furthermore join each vertex of E (0 )  to its corresponding obstacle vertex, 
and these lines are also called extension lines. Now consider the 1-complex formed by 
V-edges, obstacle edges and extension lines as shown in Fig.3.3.11. The extension 
lines, V-edges and obstacle edges partition the closure of ÇlrÆ (O ) into cells. Each 
cell is bounded by exactly two extension lines, exactly one V -edge and at most one 
obstacle edge. If a cell contains an obstacle edge then all points inside the cell are 
nearest to the obstacle edge. If a cell does not contain an obstacle edge, tiien all the 
points inside the cell will be closest to the appropriate obstacle vertex.
Each V-edge e is shared by exactly two cells, say C/(e) and C^Ce). We now 
show that the interior of the union of Q  (e ) and (e ) is visible from both the end V - 
vertices Vj and V2 of e . More specifically we show that Q (e)uC ,.(e) can be parti­
tioned into two convex regions C / and that share Vj and V2- Thus, 
C/(e )uC , (c )=C /UC is star-shaped with respect to and V2. We have two basic 
types of V-edges:
Type 1; Straight line V-edges: These ^-edges are formed by two obstacle ver­
tices as in Fig. 3.3.12(a) or formed by two obstacles edges as in Fig. 3.3.12(b).
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In either case, the ^-edge, e , has two cells (Q  and Q  ) on either side, whose 
union forms the region of e. In the first case, the cells on either side of e , are tri­
angles and hence the region is star-shaped with respect to the end vertices of e . 
In the second case, the cells on either side of e are quadrilaterals with two right 
angles at the obstacle edge, and hence are convex. Thus the region is star-shaped 
with respect to the both the end vertices of e. If the %-edge terminates on a non- 
convex obstacle vertex as in Fig. 3.3.12(c) then the case is similar to Fig. 
3.3.12(a).
Type 2: The parabolic edges formed by one obstacle edge e j and one obstacle 
vertex, say v (Fig. 3.3.12(d)). The region in this case is also the union of the 
cells C/ and Q  that are on the either side of given ^-edge, e. Consider the 
decomposition of the region into a triangle and a quadrilateral by joining the end 
vertices of e by a straight line (Fig. 3.3.12(d)). Each of these decomposed region 
is convex. Hence the region is star-shaped with respect to the either of the end 
vertices of e .
We establish the terrain-visibility property in the following Lemma.
Lemma 3.3.3: Vori{0) satisfies the terrain-visibility property.
Proof: It is clear that each point in the complement of £  (0  ) is visible from some ver­
tex of E (O ). Furthermore, the region E (O }-C (O ) ( -  denotes the set difference) can 
be partitioned into finite number of trapeziods; each trapeziod is bordered by an edge 
of E {O ). Thus every point in E (O )-C  (O ) is visible from some vertex of £  (O ). We 
now show that x e Q r \C (0 )  is visible from some F -vertex that lies inside C (0 )  or 
from an intersection point of V or(0) and dE (0). Consider x eQ n C (O ). Now
















Figure 3.3.12. Cellular decomposition of Q based on edges.
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consider the Im(x ). First, if Im(x )e C (O ) then move along the corresponding V -edge 
e along some direction till either we meet a V-vertex or we move out of C (O ). If the 
former occurs then x  lies in the cell associated with e hence is visible from its end 
vertices. If the latter occurs then reverse the direction of motion along e and traverse 
in the other direction till a y  -vertex v is encountered. Such a vertex v is always 
guaranteed because each V -edge can intersect C (O ) at most once. It is clear that x  is 
visible from v. Second, if Im{x) does not belong to C {0 )  then move along the 
corresponding V  edge towards C (O ) till we meet dE (O ) at the intersection point y . 
As we traverse along Vor (O ) always choose the V -edge that is closest to x at V - 
vertices (if V -vertices are encountered). It is clear that the line joining x toy  will be 
free of obstacles and hence x is visible from y . Hence the Lemma. □  
(iv)Local-constructibility
We shall show that the ) is constructed correctly from the scan (visibility) 
information. Note that from any ^-vertex v , only the ^-vertices that are adjacent to v 
are updated. Consider the cellular decomposition of the terrain based on %-edges as 
shown in Fig.3.3.12. As shown in Fig.3.3.12 (a),(b) and (c), each straight line ^-edge 
adjacent to v contains two convex regions (cells) - one to each side -, and this entire 
region is seen from v . If ^-edge is parabolic then the cell can be decomposed into a 
triangle and a cone (Fig. 3.3.12(d)), and the entire region is seen from either of the 
ends of the given ^-edge. It is clear that if the computed points lie on the boundary 
dE (O ) of the envelope then they can be computed exactly. Consider the case where 
the computed vertices contain V -vertices. This part of the Voronoi diagram contains 
the points which are nearest to edges and vertices seen from v . By the separability
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notion discussed by Kirkpatrick (1979) this part of the computed diagram corresponds 
to the actual Voronoi diagram. We now summarize the properties discussed above.
r - A
-------------
Figure 3.3.13. The Vor]{0)={0i,0'2).
Properties 3.3.1: %(0)=Vori(0) satisfies the properties o f jiniteness, connectivity,
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Figure 3.3.14. The %{P ) used by a point robot/?.
terrain-visibility and local-constructibility. Moreover, ^(C?) is topologically con­
nected when viewed as a 1-skeleton. □
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In obtaining the ^(O ), R can skip navigation to the ^-vertices that correspond to 
the non-convex obstacle vertices. In other words we can remove all the ^-edges, from 
%(0 ), that terminate on a non-convex obstacle vertex. The resultant %(0 ) can be 
shown to satisfy the properties of finiteness, connectivity, terrain-visibility and local- 
constructibility along the lines of the discussion presented earlier in this section. In 
Fig. 3.3.13 we show VorjfO), and the corresponding %{0) obtained by deleting the 
edges that terminate on non-convex obstacle vertices is shown in Fig. 3.3.14. Note 
that R uses latter as the navigation course, which in the case of terrain composed 
entirely of convex obstacles could be entire Vbr ).
3.3.2. Circular Robot
We now define the navigation course, that a circular robot uses in its solution for 
the visit and the terrain model acquisition problems. For x eQ , let Clearance{x) 
denote the distance of x  from a nearest member of Near (x ) (in terms of the Euclidean 
distance). Let us define a subset of ) as follows:
Vor* i(0  ) = {x e Vor^(O ) | Clearance (x )>5/2}
Let FP be the set of free placements corresponding to the positions in which R 
is entirely within A. We state another result from O’Dunlaing and Yap (1985):
Fact 3.3.2: I f  ÇI is bounded, then given any two points Xq and Xj in FP if  and only if  
there exists a continuous path from Im (xq) to Im(x j) in Vor (O ')CFP. □
Initially, the R is located at dge A. Let us consider Y a connected component of 
Vor* j(0 )  such that Im{d^^e.T. Now Y contains vertices and edges of Vorj(O) such 
that the clearance of any point on them is greater than S/2. However the edges of Y
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could be truncated versions of edges of Vor (O ), in which case we attach a vertex at 
the truncated end. These vertices are called truncated vertices. The edge formed as a 
result is called the truncated edge. Now consider the generation of truncated Y- 
vertices obtained by the truncation of an edge of Vor (0  ). Consider a V -edge formed 
by two obstacle vertices as Fig.3.3.12(a). There can be at most two new truncated 
vertices formed out of a single V-edge. This is because the clearance function 
decreases along the V-edge as we navigate from vj and v 2 up to a point and then 
increases. Thus there can be at most two new Y-vertices formed by a single Y-edge. 
The same reasoning applies for a parabolic V-edge (Fig. 3.3.12(d)). For straight-line 
V -edge formed by two obstacle edges (Fig. 3.3.12 (a) or Fig. 3.3.12(c)) then the clear­
ance function has decreasing value along the V -edge, and hence can generate at most 
one new Y-vertex. Thus each truncated edge joins a truncated vertex to a V-vertex.
The navigation course %(0 ) is obtained by removing the truncated edges from Y. 
Now each ^-vertex is a vertex of Vor i(0 ). In Fig. 3.3.15, we show Vor^ÇO), and the 
corresponding Y is shown in Fig. 3.3.16. The ^(O) derived from this Y is shown in 
Fig. 3.3.17. Hence we have the following Lemma:
Lemma 3.3.4: For a circular robot R , the %{0 ) defined in this section has the follow­
ing properties:
(i) #^-vertices ^ N - n - 2
(ii) #%-edges <7N-3n-3  □
We can imagine ^(O) as a 1-skeleton embedded in plane. Moreover, R can 
actually navigate along ^(O); R can always be located at any ^-vertex, and can
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Figure 3.3.15. The V o ri(0 )o f 0 = { 0 1 ,0 2 ,0 2 }-
always navigate between two ^-vertices along the edge that connects them. To navi­
gate along the ^-edges, R  should be able to navigate along a second order curve in 
plane.
We now discuss the properties of listed in L . The terrain-visibility pro­
perty can be shown along the lines of previous section. The region corresponding to a 
^-edge (vi,V2) are star-shaped with respect to the both the end ^-vertices vj and Vi- 
Using similar arguments the region corresponding to a truncated edge e can be shown 
to be star-shaped with respect to the non-truncated vertex corresponding to e . We 
have shown that Vorj(O) is connected and observe that Y=V<?ri(0)n^. y  is con-
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O,
Figure 3.3.16. The Y of terrain of Fig. 3.3.15.
nected by definition and hence Y is connected. It is easily seen that %(0 ) is also con­
nected since it is formed by removing pendant truncated edges from Y. We now dis­
cuss the local-constructibility property of ). Let R be located at a ^-vertex v . The 
sensor obtains the visibility polygon from v . From the previous section, the ^-edges 
of Vori(O) that are incident on v can be computed correctly. Then each ^-edge is 
processed as follows. The Clearance(v ) is greater then or equal to 6/2. If this Clear­
ance decreases along the edge to a value less than 6/2, then we truncate the edge. 
Thus the adjacency list of v can be correctly computed. We now summarize the pro­
perties of 4(0 ).
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UO)
Figure 3.3.17. The ) for the terrain of Fig. 3.3.15.
Properties 3.3.2: ^(O) satisfies the properties o f finiteness, connectedness, terrain- 
visibility and local-constructibility. Moreover, ) is topologically connected when 
viewed as a 1-skeleton.
In Chapter 5, we use the ) of this section to solve the visit and the terrain 
model acquisition problem for a circular robot i? .
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Chapter 4 
The Visibility Graph method
4.1. Introduction
In this chapter we present implementation of algorithms LNAV, GNAV and 
ACQUIRE for point and circular robots. We use navigation courses based on the visi­
bility graph structure. The specific nature of the ^(O) (in each case) enables us to 
obtain better bounds on the complexities compared to those discussed in the abstract 
implementations of lA N V , GNAV and ACQUIRE (in section 2.6). We point out 
some improvements in some particular cases. Furthermore, we discuss simple and 
concrete examples to illustrate the basic concepts in our solution methodology.
First, we present solutions for a point robot R operating in two- and three- 
dimensional terrains. Initially, we discuss a solution for the terrain model acquisition 
problem and then we discuss the solution for the visit problem. This discussion is 
made detailed so as to illustrate the basic ideas of our solution framework. Second, 
we consider the case of circular robot; many issues follow from the case of point 
robot. But, some issue® are not as direct, and we discuss these in some depth. Our 
presentation here is based on the depth first search algorithm with computation (dis­
cussed in section 2.6) as the underlying graph algorithm to navigate on t,{0 ). Discus­
sion based on any other graph search algorithm can be obtained along the same lines.
4.2. Point Robot
Here we consider two- and three-dimensional terrains populated by polyhedral 
obstacles. The navigation course ^(O ) in this case is the visibility graph of the terrain
114
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O for the three-dimensional case, and for we use the restricted visibility graph 
VG * (O ) for two-dimensional case. In either of these graphs, a vertex specifies a posi­
tion for the point robot R , and an edge provides a collision-free path for the robot. 
Consequently, the cost of invoking B is constant on any ^-edge in this case.
4.2.1. Terrain Model Acquisition
We shall now present the terrain model acquisition algorithm in detail for com­
pleteness. Initially R is located at dg- ^  performs a scan operation, computes a node 
vg of visibility graph, and moves to vg. Then R systematically visits the obstacle ver­
tices. Let R be presently located at a vertex v (initially v=vg). R performs a scan 
operation (from v) and stores the adjacency list of v (lines 1-2 of ACQUIRE). Then 
the vertex v is pushed onto a stack called PATH-STACK. Additionally the graph 
edges that correspond to the obstacle edges are specially marked. Here, we have two 
cases. In the first case, some of the adjacent vertices of v are not visited earlier by R . 
Then v*, an unvisited neighbor of v, is computed and R moves to v* (lines 8-10 of 
ACQUIRE). From v*, ACQUIRE is recursively invoked (line 11). In the second 
case, all adjacent nodes of v are already visited by R . Then the algorithm PLAN- 
PATH is used to obtain a vertex v* to visit next, and R moves to v* (lines 4-5 of 
ACQUIRE). If V* ̂ vg, then ACQUIRE is recursively applied from v* (Lines 6-7), and 
ACQUIRE terminates otherwise. At the termination of ACQUIRE, we appropriately 
collect the edges that belong to individual obstacles (line 12). Each obstacle gives rise 
to a connected component in VG(G) entirely consisting of marked edges. These 
components can be obtained in linear-time (in number of edges and vertices) using 
standard connected component algorithms. This description provides the complete
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obstacle terrain model.
algorithm ACQUIRE(v ); 
begin
1. Perform a scan operation from V ;
2. update the adjacency list of v and push v onto PATH-STACK;
3. if (all nodes adjacent to v are visited ) then
4. PLAN-PATH(vV);
5. move along the path specified by P ;




9. V* f -  unvisited vertex in L  nearest to v ;
10. move to V * ;
11. ACQUIRECv*); 
end-if;
12. appropriately group the marked edges corresponding to individual obsta­
cles;
end;
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The algorithm PLAN-PATH essentially manipulates PATH-STACK on which 
the path taken by R is stored. The top of the stack is repeatedly popped until a vertex 
V2 with an unvisited adjacent node is found (lines 2-4 of PLAN-PATH). A shortest 
path, in terms of the Euclidean distance, to an unvisited node v* adjacent to v 2 is 
computed by using Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm and is returned in P (lines 9-10 
of PLAN-PATH). Then R moves along this shortest path to v* (Une 5 of ACQUIRE). 
If no vertex with unvisited adjacent nodes is found on PATH-STACK, tlien a shortest 
path to vq is planned (as in line 7 of PLAN-PATH), and the acquisition process is ter­
minated. This process is formally described in the algorithm PLAN-PATH.
algorithm PLAN-PATH(v* ); 
begin
1. V2 <— top element of PATH-STACK;
2. while (PATH STACK in not empty) and (all nodes adjacent to V2 are
visited) do
3. pop out the top of PATH-STACK;
4. V 2 <— top element of PATH-STACK; 
end-while;
5. if (all nodes of V2 are visited) then
6 .  V* < - v q
7. return a shortest path to Vq in P  ;
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8. else
9. find a shortest path to an unvisited node adjacent to vg:
10. return the planned path in P ; 
end-if;
end;
The correctness of the algorithm ACQUIRE directly follows from the Properties 
3.2.1 and Theorem 2.5.4. Subsequently we shall analyze the performance of 
ACQUIRE in terms of the number of scan operations, distance traversed, and in terms 
of computational complexity. Now, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 4.2.1: To acquire the complete model o f the obstacle terrain O , using 
ACQUIRE,
(a) the total number o f scan operations required is N .
(b) the total distance traversed is at most 2(length o f DFT). □
The computational efforts involved in the execution of ACQUIRE are estimated 
in Theorem 4.2.2. We maintain a table, called MAP-TABLE, to obtain a node 
number in VG (0)  for any obstacle vertex specified by its coordinates. The MAP- 
TABLE is maintained as an AVL-tree: the value of each node is obtained by con­
catenating the coordinate values and treating it as a single value. Thus any vertex of 
an obstacle is uniquely represented as a node specified by a single value. Along with 
each node of the AVL-tree, the corresponding node number in VG (O ) is stored. Addi­
tionally, the information indicating whether a vertex is visited or not is also stored in
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the corresponding node of the AVL-tree. Thus complexity of finding the node number 
in partially constructed VG (O ) for any vertex that is specified by its coordinates is 
O(logV).
Theorem 4.2.2: In acquiring the complete model o f the obstacle terrain O using 
ACQUIRE, the computational complexities o f various operations are as below:
(a) the complexity o f path-planning is O
(b) the complexity o f constructing MAP-TABLE is 0  (iVloglV).
(c) the number o f accesses to MAP-TABLE is O (ElogN), where E is the number o f 
edges ofVG (O ).
(d) the complexity o f storage O (N^).
Proof; (a) The PVG (O ) is accessed by the algorithm for planning the shortest paths 
from the current vertex to another unvisited vertex using the Dijkstra’s shortest path 
algorithm (lines 9-10 of algorithm PLAN-PATH). The planning of each path accesses 
0(N^)  nodes, and the number of path planning operations is given by 0(N ) .  Thus 
total number of the node accesses in the complete execution of the algorithm 
ACQUIRE is D(V^).
(b) A vertex is inserted into MAP-TABLE when it is detected by a SCAN operation. 
The cost of each such insertion is O(logV), and there are N  such insertions. Thus, 
part (b) is proven.
(c) The MAP-TABLE is accessed while inserting new vertices detected as the result 
of a scan operations. The vertices are checked for membership in MAP-TABLE 
before insertion. The number of such operations is O (£). Thus the complexity of this
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task is 0(£logA^). The MAP-TABLE is also accessed while finding whether all the 
nodes adjacent to a given node are visited (as in line 2 of the algorithm PLAN- 
PATH). For each node on the stack the number of accesses to MAP-TABLE is equal 
to its degree in PVG{0). Hence, the total number of times the MAP-TABLE is 
accessed for this purpose is at most twice of the sum of the degrees of all nodes in 
VG. Thus the MAP-TABLE is accessed 0 (E )  times. Thus the total number of 
accesses to the MAP-TABLE is O (ElogN).
(d) The complexity of storing the visibility graph is O (N^). The storage complexity 
of PATH-STACK is 0 ( N )  and that of MAP-TABLE is O (N). Thus the total com­
plexity is O ( N \  Hence, the theorem. □
One can use a hueristic to compute the require v* in line 9 of ACQUIRE. For 
example, we can select v* to be the node nearest to v . Similar strategy can be used to 
select V* in line 9 of PLAN-PATH. If we count motion of R along a %-edge as one 
elementary motion, then we can compute the backtrack path to minimize the number 
of such motions. In this case the it is direct to see that R performs at most 2(N -1) 
such elementary traversals.
Two-dimensional Case
In the two-dimensional case, we use the restricted visibility graph VG *(0)  as 
the navigational course. Recall that each ^-vertex in this case corresponds to a convex 
obstacle vertex. The size of the restricted visibility graph would be, in general, 
smaller than the size of the visibility graph. Fig. 4.2.1 shows a terrain 0 = { 0 j ,  O 2 }. 
The graphs VG (O ) and VG* (O) are shown in Fig. 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 respectively. Con­
sider a terrain composed of convex obstacles. Here the visibility graph is same as the
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Figure 4.2.1. The teixain 0 = { 0 1, O 2 }.
restricted visibility graph. Thus in the worst case, the restricted visibility graph based 
navigational course is no more efficient than the visibility graph based one. But in a 
general case VG *(0)  may have lesser number of vertices compared to VG (O ) as 
illustrated in Fig. 4.2.2 and 4.2.3.
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Figure 4.2.2. The visibility graph VG (O ).
Example
Consider the two-dimensional obstacle terrain shown in Fig. 4.2.1. Initially, R is 
located at point 0, and R does not have any terrain model. A scan operation is per­
formed from 0 and R  moves to vertex 1, and subsequently R navigates along the 
edges of VG*(0). R  uses the algorithm Ai  that implements pure depth-first search
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Figure 4.2.3. The restricted visibility graph VG*(0  ).
VG *(0)  is shown in Fig. 4.2.4. In Fig. 4.2.5, R  uses the algorithm ACQUIRE that 
implements A g. Note that A 2 differs from  ̂ in that A 2 uses the shortest paths during 
backtracking. The order in which the new ^-vertices are visited is same in both the 
cases. Consider Fig. 4.2.4. R navigates from vertex 1 to 12 without backtracking; a 
scan operation is performed at each of the nodes 1 through 12. At this point all the
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neighbors of 12 are visited. At this point the top of PATH-STACK is repeatedly 
popped till 7 appears on the top. Note that the neighbors of each of nodes 12 through 8 
are visited. Then R backtracks to 7 and then moves to 13. From 13 it moves to 16 
whose neighbors are all visited. The contents of PATH-STACK are given by 1-7, IS­
IS. Now R backtracks to 14 and moves to 17. At this stage the PATH-STACK con­
tains 1-7,13,14,17. Consider any of these nodes. All the neighbors of each of these 
node are visited. Then R , using A j backtracks to 0 along the path 17,13,7-1,0 (Fig. 
4.2.4). If R uses the Ag, it moves from 17 to 1 along the shortest path 17,2,1 as in Fig. 
4.2.5. In these figures the black circles correspond to the nodes from which R back­
tracks. In backtracking from 12 or 16 the algorithms Aj and A 2 obtain the same 
paths. But the path used by A 2 in backtracking from 17 is significantly shorter than 
that used by A j. In Fig. 4.2.6, R uses the complete visibility graph VG (0)  as the 
navigation course in implementing ACQUIRE. The number of scan operations in this 
case is 27 as opposed to 17 in the case where VG * (O ) is used as a navigation course.
4.2.2. Visit Problem
In the visit problem the point-sized R is required to visit a sequence d i,d 2  dj^
of points in the specified sequence. We first present the implementation of the algo­
rithm LNAV, and then present the implementation of GNAV. We also present several 
examples to illustrate the various concepts that are used by the proposed algorithms. 
Local Navigation
We now consider the implementation of algorithm LNAV to navigate R from its 
present location, at point d,-, to a specified destination point di+i, if a collision-free
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path exists from d,- to d,+i. If such a path does not exist, then R stops and reports to
that effect. R using the depth-first strategy keeps on visiting the newer vertices of
VG (O ) until it reaches a vertex from which is seen in a scan operation. At this 
point R  moves to di+i. If R visits all vertices of VG (,0 ) and di+i is not seen in any 
scan operation, then is declared to be not reachable. Here we present the algo­
rithm in detail for completeness sake. The algorithm is initialized with v=vq, where vq 
is a vertex found during a scan operation from d .̂
algorithm LNAV (v
1. scan and obtain the seen-part, from v , of terrain;
2. if is seen from v )
3. move to d,+i;
4. else
5. obtain the adjacency list , of v in the visibility graph VG;
6. if (all nodes of are not visited)
7. push V, and onto stack;
8. compute v*, an unvisited vertex of nearest to
9. mark v as visited;
10. move to V * ;
11. L N A V (v V {+ i);
12. else
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13. repeatedly pop the top of the stack till a node r is obtained
such that Ly contains at least one vertex that was 
not visited earlier;
14. if (no such r exists)
15. report that destination is not reachable;
16. else
17. compute v* an unvisited vertex in nearest to





Note that the algorithm LNAV discussed in section 2.5 does not specify which 
node to select from among the unvisited neighbors of the vertex that is currently being 
visited. Here we follow the heuristic strategy of selecting the vertex that is closest to 
the destination Note that this choice of heuristic (that overrides the algorithm 
LNAV) effects the performance in any specific instance, whereas the correctness of 
LNAV is still retained.
The backtracking is a very important feature of this algorithm. The strategy 
based on "scan and move to the node nearest to the goal" may not always succeed (see 
Fig. 4.2.7). In Fig.4.2.7(a), we illustrate the case where strategy of "scanning and










Figure 4.2.4. Implementation of A j using VG * (O ).
selecting the node nearest to the destination point for next visit" will result in infinite 
shuttling. The / f , following this strategy, shuttles between Vj and v 2 in its pursuit to 
reach the goal. The problem here is that H keeps visiting the vertices it has visited 
before. If we stipulate that next visit should be made only to the vertices that were not 
visited before, then /? may be stuck in a comer with no further moves as in Fig.
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Figure 4.2.5. Implementation of ACQUIRE (A 2) using VG * (O ).
4.2.7(b). In Fig. 4.2.7(c), we show the case of strategy that selects the direction in 
which the angle subtended by the obstructing obstacle edge with the line joining the 
source and destination points is minimum. We note that the algorithms that are based 
on very direct heuristics may not work for every case (unless they are explicitly vali­
dated). However, the algorithm of Lumelsky and Stepanov (1987) are shown to work
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Figure 4.2.6. Implementation of ACQUIRE {A 2 ) using VG (O ).
without explicit incorporation of backtracking ability. The execution of algorithm 
LNAV is illustrated in Fig. 4.2.8, where two traversals are undertaken without back­
tracking. In Fig. 4.2.9(a), the R starts at j  and backtracks once. In Fig. 4.2.9(b), the 
R  backtracks twice.
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O O
(a) ‘Scan and move to the vertex nearest to the destination’ strategy
O O
(b) ‘Visit the vertices not visited eralier’ strategy
(c) ‘Go along the edge in the direction of lesser angle’ strategy 
Figure 4.2.7. Performance of simple heuristics.
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(a) Escaping out of a concavity
(b) Escaping out of a ntaze
Figure 4,2.8. Execution of LNAV - no backtracking.





Figure 4.2.9. Execution of LNAV with backtracking.
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From the discussions in sections 2.5,2.6 and 3.2, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.2.5: In executing algorithm LJ^AV,
(i) the number o f scan operations is at mostN+\,
(ii) the total distance traversed is at most equal to twice the length o f the depth first 
tree, ofVG (O ), rooted at d .̂ □
The computational complexity of the algorithm LNAV is given in the following 
theorem (proof follows along the lines of terrain model acquisition algorithm of ear­
lier section).
Theorem 4.2.6: In executing the algorithm LNAV,
(i) the storage required is O {N^),
(ii) complexity o f path planning is O
(iii) complexity o f stack operations is O (N^logN). □
Learned Navigation
The algorithm LNAV is now modified such that the partial visibility graphs that 
are generated after each scan are integrated into partially built VG (O ). Now the navi­
gation mission is executed as follows: For each traversal from di to di+ ,̂ a scan is per­
formed from di and the available VG {Q ) is augmented with the adjacency informa­
tion of di. Then a node d* nearest to The strategy to select d* effects the per­
formance in a specific case while retaining the correctness of GNAV. A  shortest path 
to d* is planned on available VG (0). Note that di is a graph node. R  moves to d* 
along the edges of VG (0  ). From d* to the navigation is carried out using LNAV.
The details of algorithm GNAV are given below:
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algorithm GNAV (di,
1. scan and obtain seen-part, from rf,-, of the terrain;
2. augment the visibility graph;
3. if (di+i is seen)
4. move to
5. else
6. compute the d*, the vertex nearest to
7. compute the shortest path tod* ;






We note that the available VG (0  ) at any stage is dependent on the exact nature 
of the navigation mission. The partial VG (O ), at any stage, will be more complete if 
the destination points are scattered around the terrain rather than clustered to a small 
region. Since, our learning is "incidental", i.e., the terrain model of a region is built 
only in the regions R moves into, we can only make probabilistic statements about the
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learning.
Theorem 4.2.8: The terrain model will be completely built with probability o f one, if 
every obstacle vertex and edge has a non-zero probability o f being seen during some 
scan operation while executing the navigational course. The terrain model will be 
found complete in at most N+M scan operations. After the model is completely built, 
R can navigate from a source to a destination point without sensor operations with 
time complexity of O (N^).
Proof: The first part of the theorem follows from the discussion in section 2.5. We 
can use the sufficiency test to detect the completeness of the terrain. After this stage 
one can plan a path from a source point to a destination point using a graph path- 
planning algorithm on the augmented visibility graph. This path can be made optimal 
in two-dimensions using the algorithms of Welzl (1985) (see also Sharir and Short 
(1986)) in 0(N^)  time. However the graph algorithm does not necessarily yield 
optimal path. □
The computational complexity of GNAV is estimated in the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.2.10: In executing the navigation mission, using GNAV
(i) the storage complexity is 0 ( N \ M ) ,
(ii) the complexity o f path planning is 0  (MN^).
(iii) the complexity o f stack operations is O (MNhogfl) □
The proof directly follows along the lines of proof of Theorem 4.2.9 and the fact 
that in the in the worst-case GNAV involves M  worst-case invocations of LNAV.
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g
Figure 4,2.10. Navigation from s to g using ZJV4V or GNAV.
Let us compare the performance of the algorithm GNAV with the repeated appli­
cation of algorithm LNAV. Consider the execution of GNAV. If is directly visi­
ble from d*, then at most two scan operations are required for executing the traversal. 
If the next traversal entirely lies in regions not visited by R before then the path 
traversed by GNAV is identical to that obtained by LNAV. Thus on the average, the 
number of scan operations needed in executing the navigational mission using GNAV 
is less than those needed in the repeated execution of LNAV.
Consider navigating R from j  tog  and then back to s by invoking LNAV twice 
(Fig. 4.2.10). In both traversals, R gets into local concavities as shown in Fig. 4.2.10 
and Fig. 4.2.11(b). Consider using GNAV for this navigational mission. The path fol­
lowed by GNAV from s to g is the same as that of Fig. 4.2.10. The return path is




Figure 4.2.11. Navigation from g to s using GNAV anùLNAV.
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shown in Fig. 4.2.11 (a). Note that /? does not get into the local concavity, and follows 
a shorter path.
Figure 4.2.12. Terrain under consideration.
Example
We now present an example that illustrates the learning incorporated in the algo­
rithm GNAV. We consider the terrain of Fig. 4.2.12. The Fig. 4.2.13 through 4.2.15 
present seven traversals carried out using algorithms GNAV and LNAV. Note that the 
global information available to GNAV enabled it to navigate better compared to 
LNAV. In Fig. 4.2.16 we show the relative performance of these two algorithms in 
terms of the number of scan operations. Notice the decrease in the number of scans 
performed by GNAV as R traverses in the terrain. Similar phenomenon is seen in the
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LNAV
— — — GNAV
number of scans
traversal number
Figure 4.2.16. Comparison of number of scan operations.
4.2.3. A Lower Bound on Number of Scan Operations
In this section, we illustrate lower bounds on the complexity of the terrain model 
acquisition algorithm or the algorithm to execute one traversal in the visit problem. 
Note that the worst-case execution of the algorithm LNAV is same as any execution of 
the algorithm ACQUIRE. We construct an example (more correctly a procedure to 
construct such examples) that forces these algorithms to perform a minimum number 
of scan operations.
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LNAV




Figure 4.2.17. Comparison of number of local traps entered by R .
We consider the visibility graph based algorithms discussed in this section. 
These algorithms perform scan operations and detect newer vertices which wül be 
explored in the subsequent scans. During terrain exploration by a vertex based algo­
rithm no more than one vertex per obstacle can be left unexplored in a two dimen­
sional terrain constructed as explained below. For three dimensional terrains no more 
than two vertices per obstacle can be left unexplored in our specially
constructed terrain. The basic idea is illustrated in Fig.4.2.18. We consider a single 
convex polygonal obstacle in Fig.4.2.18(a). If R starts at a vertex it detects one new 
vertex with one exploration (except when the first vertex is explored) of a vertex as









Figure 4.2.18. Two-dimensional case.
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the robot moves along the circumference of the obstacle. In other words at no point of 
time the terrain acquisition could be declared complete if there are two unexplored 
vertices say v ̂  and Vg. This is because the robot does not, in general, know what lies 
on the hinder (unexplored) side of the line joining Vj and vg. There could a single 
vertex or a number of edges on the other side of the line joining vj and v 2 as in 
Fig.4.2.18 (b) and (c). For three dimensional terrains, no more than two vertices per 
obstacle can be left unexplored. This is because if three vertices say v j, V2 and V3 are 
left unexplored then the information on the hinder side of the plane formed by the ver­
tices Vj,V2 and vg is not known in general. The hidden side of the obstacle can be 
either a simple plane or composed of a a number of planes as shown in Fig.4.2.19 (a) 
and (b).
Theorem 4.2.12: For a vertex scan based terrain acquisition algorithm and given 
positive integer n there exists a terrain {0 1,6)2, ' ' ,0^} o f n polyhedral obstacles 
such that the necessary number o f scan operations is
J^N(Oi)-n for two dimensional terrain 
i=\
"^N(jOi )~2n for three dimensional terrain 
i=l
n
where N=Y^N  ), and N  (<?,• ) is the number o f vertices o fO i .
1=1
Proof: We use induction on the number of obstacles in the terrain. Consider n=l. In 
two dimensional terrains consider a convex polygon as in Fig 4.2.18(a). Note that 
from a vertex V2, we can only see two vertices that are adjacent to v . Apart from the 
first scan, no more than one unexplored vertex can be seen in any scan operation.










Figure 4.2.19. Three-dimensional case.
From the discussion above R has to carry out scanning till no more than one vertex is 
unexplored. Thus N (O i) - l  is the necessary number of scan operations for two 
dimensional terrains. By similar arguments we can show that the necessary number of 
scan operation is N  (O j)—2. Hence the claim is true for n =1.
Assume that the claim is true for n=k. There exist a terrain of k  obstacles with 
the necessary number of scan operations given in the theorem. Now construct a ter­
rain of k+1 obstacles as follows: In two dimensions add a big polygon O^+i outside








Circle containing k obstacles 
Figure 4.2.20. Two-dimensional case - addition of
the circle inscribing the terrain that satisfies the induction hypothesis as shown in 
Fig.4.2.20. The A-i-lth polygon has a long edge joining Vj and V2 that obscures the 
remaining edges of the polygon from the scan operations carried out in the terrain of k 
obstacle. Thus the scan operations needed during the exploration of the t+ lth  obstacle
is iV(Ojfc+i)-l. Hence total number of necessary scan operations for two dimensional
it+i
terrains is given by J^iV(0, )-(i+ I). For three dimensional terrains the obstacle 0;^+! 
i=l
is such that a plane formed by three vertices v j, V2 and V3 obscures the rest of the obs­
tacle from a scan in the terrain of k  obstacles as in Fig.4.2.21. The Hes outside 
the sphere the encloses the terrain of k obstacles. Using the arguments similar to two 
dimensional case we can show that the necessary number of scan operations to acquire 
^k+\ IV (Pk+i)~^- Thus the theorem follows by mathematical induction. □











sphere containing k obstacles 
Figure 4.2.21. Three-dimensional case - addition of
In the above theorem we have seen that no more than one (two) vertices per obs­
tacle can be left unexplored in two (three) dimensional terrain. The natural question is 
to ask if we can always skip one (two) vertices per obstacle for two (three) dimen­
sional terrains. The answer is no if the vertices arc to be randomly skipped. This is 
illustrated in Fig. 4.2.22 and Fig. 4.2.23. In two dimensions the if the robot skips the 
vertices v^, V2 and v j then the obstacle (9 4 will not be detected. Fig.4.2.23 shows a 
three dimensional example. The configurations such as shown in Fig. 4.2.22 and 
4.2.23 can be formed with any (finite) number of obstacles which could be other than 
triangles or tetrahedrons. Fig. 4.2.24 shows one such example. It is open at this point 
to design a vertex-based terrain acquisition algorithm (or show algorithm does not 
exists) that skips one (two) vertices for each obstacle and guaranteed to acquire the
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complete obstacle terrain model.
Figure 4.2.22. Configuration - two-dimensional case.
hidden region
Figure 4.2.23. Configuration - three-dimensional case.
4.3. CIRCULAR ROBOT
We consider the implementation of the algorithms ACQUIRE, LNAV and 
GNAV by a circular robot R of diameter 8>0. Here R uses VGf (O ) as a navigational 
course. We assume that R is capable of rotating around its center and also around a 
point on the circumference. A vertex of VG f(0)  is & convex obstacle vertex v con-
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Figure 4.2.24. A general configuration.
tained in F  such that it does not form an end-pair. Consequently, we can place R such 
that it touches v since v eF . Since v does not form an end-pair, we can rotate R 
around v such that its center moves along a circular arc of radius 6/2 (see Fig. 4.3.1
(a) and (b)). This arc extends between the perpendiculars to the obstacle edges 
incident on v. The Minkowski sum of R and this arc is free of obstacles as shown in 
Fig. 4.3.1. (c) and (d). A vertex v of VGy(C>) defines a position for/? as follows. It is 
clear that R can be located such that its center lies on EL (v ) at a distance of exactly 
6/2 from v , Then /  (v ) precisely defines the ‘logical’ position of sensor correspond­
ing to vertex v . First R locates its center on EL (v ) touching v (Fig. 4.3.2(a)). Then 
R rotates around its center till the sensor lies on £L(v) as shown in Fig. 4.3.2. R can
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rotate either clockwise or anti-clockwise to achieve this (Fig 4.3.2 (b) and (c)) and in 
either case the logical position of the sensor corresponding to /  (v ) that satisfies the 
condition in Lemma 3.2.3, i.e. 11 v—/  (v ) | | <5. Thus a vertex v of VGf (O ) specifies 




Figure 4.3.1. Rotation of R around a vertex.
Compare the cases of point and circular robots. A point robot could move along 
any edge of VG(P)  whereas the navigation of non-point robot needs to take into
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account the actual information associated with the edges of VGf (O ). Furthermore the 
adjacency list of a vertex of VGf (O ) has to be specifically computed from the scan 
mformation in the case of a circular R . Note that this adjacency list for a point robot 
is directly obtained from the scan information.
sensor
(a) Initial position of sensor (b) Rotation of R in clockwise direction
\
(c) Rotation of R in anti-clockwise direction 
Figure 4.3.2. Locating the sensor at /  (v).
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In implementing the depth-first strategy, R chooses a ^-vertex that is closet to the 
present location of R . Additionally, R uses the algorithm of Chew (1985) to compute 
the subset of F corresponding to the seen-part from the present location of R . This 
algorithm can be directly used to compute the adjacency list of the %-node correspond­
ing to the present location of R . This algorithm has a time complexity of 0  (NhogN) 




Figure 4.3.3. Definition of the capsule C(u ,v ).
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(a) The information stored along the edges of VGy (O ) suffices for the intermediate 
navigation that is required to move R from one vertex to the other. We show in 
this section that the regions in which R is required to navigate are known and 
hence the algorithm B of R  suffices to plan paths.
(b) Identification of vertices and adjacency lists of VGf(0 ) from the scan informa­
tion.
We subsequently discuss these two issues in this section.
(a) Navigation along edges
Consider navigation of R from a vertex « to a vertex v . We note that v is the 
nearest vertex to u in terms of the distance. We have two cases. In the first case, u 
and V are separated by a distance greater than S, and in the second case they are 
separated by a distance less than 5. Consider the first case. The two vertices are 
separated by a distance of at least 6. Consider the line joining « to v . Obtain the rec­
tangle of width 25 with this line as the axis and u and v as the limiting points on this 
axis as in Fig. 4.3.3 (b). Since the v is nearest to w, the intersection of the circle of 
radius | \ u —v\  | centered at u with T  does not contain any obstacle vertices (Fig. 
4.3.3 (a)). Consider the capsule C (« ,v ) which is obtained by the intersection of the 
rectangle with the above circle (Fig. 4.3.3 (c)). The circular arc at the v end of the 
capsule has a radius of at least 5. Since the line joining v and u Lies entirely in F  we 
can move R  from a position where it touches n to a position where it touches v such 
that on its way it always intersects this line. Now the capsule C(u,v)  is free of obsta­
cle vertices and the navigation of R is carried out in three steps. First, R rotates 
around u  till it is contained in C(m,v)  (Fig. 4.3.4(a)). Second R moves to a position
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\
(a) Rotation around u (b) Move to point p
\
(c) Rotation around p (d) Rotation around v
Figure 4.3.4. Navigation along an edge of VGf (O ). 
such that R touches mv at a distance of 6 from v (Fig. 4.3.4 (b)) at point p . Then R 
rotates around p  till it touches v (Fig. 4.3.4 (c)). If  EL (v) is known then R rotates
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(a) Rotate around v
\
(b) Rotate back to EL (v )
Figure 4.3.5. EL (v ) is not known.
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around v till its center lies on EL (v ) (Fig. 4.3.4 (d)). If (v ) is not known because 
one of the edge incident on v is not visible from /  (u ), then R  rotates around v till it 
touches the hidden edge (Fig. 4.3.5(a)), then computes EL(y) and then rotates back 
such that its center lies on EL (v ) (Fig. 4.3.5(b)).
(a)
(b)
Figure 4.3.6. Case where u and v are separated by a distance less than 5.
Consider the second case where u and v are separated by a distance less than 5 
(see Fig. 4.3.6(a) and (b) for examples). It is clear that R can be moved from a posi­
tion in which it touches m to a position where it touches v such that it always inter­
sects the line. It is clear that the region that required to consider for the navigation of
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R is known and hence we can use the algorithm B to compute the path. Thus we have 
the following Lemma.
Lemma 4.3.1: The algorithm B suffices to navigate R along a path specified by an 
ed g eo fV G fiO ).0
(b) Processing scan information
The scan information is processed so that the portion of V G f(0)  corresponding 
to the seen-part is constructed. We can use the algorithm of Chew (1985) to compute 
this part. In fact the path graph of Chew (1985) contains more information than that is 
required to obtain the vertices of VGf (O ) that are visible from the present location of 
R . Conservatively, the complexity of this operation is O (NhogN).
4.3.1. Terrain Model Acquisition
The algorithm ACQUIRE for a circular R can be written in the same way as for 
the point robot with the modifications detailed above. The points that need attention 
are the navigation during exploration and the identification of the vertices of VGf (P ) 
from the scan information. These tasks are correctly carried in the light of the above 
discussion, and the correctness of ACQUIRE follows from the Lemma 3.2.3.
Theorem 4.3.1: The algorithm ACQUIRE builds the complete F in a finite amount o f 
time. After the execution o f the ACQUIRE, R can navigate to any reachable destina­
tion point without any sensor operations. □
After the F  is completely known we can use the algorithm of Chew (1985) to 
plan a shortest path to a destination point with a time complexity of O (A^ l̂og/V). We 
can also use the algorithm of O’Dunlaing and Yap (1985) to plan a path along the
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Figure 4.3.7. Path followed by R while executing ACQUIRE.
Voronoi diagram with a time complexity of O (iVlogiV). We estimate the complexity 
ACQUIRE in terms of the number of sensor operations and computation.
Theorem 4 J.2:
(i) The number o f sensor operations required in the execution of ACQUIRE is at most 
N
(ii) The computational complexity is O (iV l̂ogiV),
(iii) The storage complexity is O
Proof: The first part follows from the fact that there can be at most N  free vertices. 
The second part follows from the fact that we may have to plan paths at most N  times
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and each such activity has a time complexity of O (Nhog^). □
Figure 4.3.8. Positions of sensor.
Note that if algorithm of O’Dunlaing and Yap (1985) is used, we achieve the 
time complexity of O (N^logN) for the algorithm ACQUIRE.
Figure 4.3.9. VGf (O ) of terrain in Fig. 4.3.7.
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Example
In Fig. 4.3.7 we show a path taken by a circular robot in executing ACQUIRE. 
The positions from which scan operations are carried out are shown in Fig. 4.3,8. The 
VGf (P ) corresponding to the sensor positions in Fig. 4.3.8 is shown in Fig. 4.3.9.
4.3.2. Visit Problem
The algorithm LANV and GNAV can be written directly from the case of a point 
robot. We present a list of theorems which will directly follow from the discussion in 
this chapter and earlier chapters. We first present results about the algorithm LNAV 
which navigates R from its present location at di to a destination point is such 
path exists. This algorithm is directly obtained from the section 2.5.1. The following 
theorem are direct.
Theorem 4.3.3: Algorithm LNAV navigates ( in finite amount o f time) R from to 
^i+i i f  only if a collision-free path exists between di and I f  no such path 
exists, then R stops (in finite amount o f time) and reports this fact. □
Theorem 4.3.4: In executing the algorithm LNAV,
(i) the number o f scan operations is at most N ,
(ii) the storage required is O ( N \
(iii) the time complexity is O (N^logN) □
We can make a probabilistic quantification about the performance of GNAV as 
in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.3.5: The terrain model converges to F with probability o f one, if every
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obstacle vertex and edge has a non-zero probability o f being seen during some scan 
operation while executing the tiavigational course. The terrain model will be com­
pletely built in at most N  +M scans, then
(i) execution o f each traversal takes no scan operations
(ii) the planned path is optimal in terms o f the distance with a time complexity of 
0{Nhogfl).n
We have described algorithms for solving the visit and terrain model acquisition 
problems based on the visibility graph structure. In the next chapter, we discuss the 
algorithms based on the Voronoi diagram.




We present the implementations of the algorithms LNAV, GNAV and ACQUIRE 
using the navigational courses based on the Voronoi diagram. The point robot uses 
the VoriiP  ) as the navigational course, and the circular robot uses an appropriate sub­
set of VoriiQ) as the navigational course (section 3.3). We discuss both the cases 
simultaneously and point out the differences at appropriate places. Here again, R uses 
the depth-first search with computation as a navigational strategy, and navigation 
based on any other graph search algorithm can be discussed along similar lines. We 
first discuss a solution for the terrain model acquisition problem, and then present a 
solution for the visit problem.
In our discussion, the sensor 5 is located at the center of R . R is capable of 
navigating along second order curves in plane. This could be achieved by approxi­
mating the curve with a sequence of line segments, and R can translate along the com­
puted line segments. It is clear from the definition that any point Vori(0  ) - in particu­
lar a ^-vertex - specifies a collision-free position for a point robo ts . Consequently, a 
^-edge specifies a collision-free path for R . Now, consider 'P the maximal connected 
set (containing the initial position) of free-placements of a circular R , i.e. ^  is the 
maximal connected set of points such that for each x e 'F , Clearence (x)>bl2. Thus 
we have Vor* ^{0 )=Vor ̂ (O )n T . Recall that ) for a circular robot is obtained by 
deleting the truncated edges from Vor* i(0). Consequently, a ^-vertex specifies a
163
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collision-free position for R and a ^-edge specifies a collision-free path for R joining 
the two end ^-vertices. Thus the cost of invoking algorithm B on a %-edge is constant 
in both the cases of a point and a circular R . Another important point is the fact that 
Vor i(0  ) and Vor* ^{0 ) are planar graphs. Consequently, we can use the algorithm of 
Fredrickson (1987) to plan a path between any two ^-vertices. The time complexity
of planning a path is O (N Vlog/V ), on a graph of N  nodes. Further more the storage 
complexity of the proposed algorithms is 0 ( N )  as opposed to 0{N^)  in the case of 
visibility graph based methods.
The basic paradigm involves performing ‘depth-first’ like navigation using ^(O ) 
to solve the visit and terrain model acquisition problems. Recall that in the case of a 
point robot, R  skips visiting all the ^-vertices that correspond to non-convex obstacle 
vertices. Let v be a ^-vertex that corresponds to a non-convex obstacle vertex for 
Vor i(0  ) for a point robot. In case of a circular robot let v be a vertex formed by trun­
cating a V-edge. Let us call v as a skip vertex in either case. R marks v as visited 
when it visits a vertex adjacent to v. Let (v,w) be the edge (of Vor^iO) or 
Vor* i(P  )) that terminates at v. No other edge is incident on v, and by the connec­
tivity property of ̂ (O ), w is not a truncated ^-vertex (assuming that ) has at least 
two edges). In implementing the algorithms LNAV, GNAV and ACQUIRE, R visits 
only the vertices that are not skip vertices. Thus we have the following property.
Property 5.1.1: Let p be the number o f vertices o f Vor^ÇO ) that do not correspond 
the non-convex obstacle vertices. In the worst-case o f the visit problem or any case o f 
terrain model acquisition problem:
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(i) the number o f vertices visited by a point R isp ,
(i)the number o f vertices that would be visited by a circular R at most p . □
In the case of a terrain composed of convex polygonal obstacles, Vori(0)  may 
not have any skip vertices. Similar situation can happen in the case of a circular robot 
also.
5.2. Terrain Model Acquisition
We present an implementation of the algorithm ACQUIRE that enables R to 
acquire the terrain model that is sufficient to navigate to any reachable point in the 
free-space. Initially, R located at dg, performs a scan operation and computes a 
vertex v g  that is reachable from d g .  Then R moves to Vg  and from this vertex the 
algorithm ACQUIRE is executed. Thus after visiting all non-skip ^-vertices, R comes 
back to Vg from which it moves back to dg. We present the algorithm below for com­
pleteness.
algorithm ACQUERE(v ); 
begin
1. perform a scan operation;
2. construct ^(O ) of the visible region;
3. update the partially constructed T;
4. mark all adjacent concave comers as visited;
5. if (v has a unvisited neighbor v j e  F  )
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6. then
7. move to a nearest unvisited neighbor v
8. ACQUIRE(vi);
9. else
10. backtrack (computationally) on the path to v from v q,
11. and find with un visited neighbors;
12. if (such exists)
13. then
14. find V2 an un visited neighbor of ;
15. compute the shortest path to v 2 on available F;
16. move to v 2 along the computed path;
17. ACQUIRE(v2);
18. else
19. move to vq along the shortest path;




Here the algorithm we as a navigational strategy on ^(O ) is the depth-first search 
with computation (A 2  of section 2.6). Once the terrain model is available one can use
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the algorithm of O’Dunlaing and Yap (1985) (as £  ) to plan a path to reach any desti­
nation point. This algorithm has a time complexiQ' of O (A/logiV). Thus we have the 
following theorem.
Theorem 5.2.1: The algorithm ACQUIRE solves the terrain model acquisition prob­
lem in a finite amount o f time. After the execution o f ACQUIRE, R can navigate to 
any reachable destination with a time complexity o f 0{Nlogfl )  and with no sensor 
operations. □
Here, we use the Fredrickson’s (1987) algorithm to plan backtrack paths. We 
plan a shortest path in terms of the Euclidean distance. We can use number of edges 
as an optimality criterion in which case the upper bound on edge traversals will be at 
most where K  is number of nodes of %(0 ). This bound for a point or circular
robot is 10iV-2tt-6. This bound can not be guaranteed if distance is used as a cri­
terion. Instead we can obtain a bound on the distance traversed by /? as in the follow­
ing theorem.
Theorem 5.2.2:
(i) The number o f scan operations performed by a point or circular R while executing 
ACQUIRE is at most 5N -n  —2.
(ii) The total distance traversed by R while executing ACQUIRE is at most twice the 
total length o f the depth-first tree of%{0 ) rooted at VQ.n
In the following theorem we estimate the complexity of computational activities 
carried by ACQUIRE. In our implementation we use the adjacency list representation 
of ̂ (0  ). We store the coordinates of each ^-vertex in the adjacency lists. We main-




Figure 5.2.1. The Vori(O) of 0={0i ,02} .
tain a table called MAP-TABLE. The table gives the visited information of a ^-vertex 
specified by it’s coordinates. The MAP-TABLE is implemented as an AVL-tree. One 
can store the information of these tables in the adjacency list. Then the complexity of 
finding whether a %-node (specified by its coordinates) visited or not is 0(N).  The
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cost of this operation is O (log/V) using the table.
Q*
Figure 5.2.2. The path taken by point robot in executing ACQUIRE.
Theorem 5.2.3: The complexities o f various tasks carried out by ACQUIRE are as 
follows:
(i) the storage complexity is O (N),
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(ii) cost o f construction of%(0 ) is O (Â l̂ogÂ )
(iii) total cost o f path planning is O {N^'llogN ),
(iv) cost o f construction o f MAP-TABLE is 0(fJ\ogfJ), and total cost o f accesses to 
MAP-TABLE is O (NlogN).
Proof: The R at any point needs to store the partially built ), the path stack, the 
scan information and the MAP-TABLE. The size of each of the latter three quantities 
is O (N). We store ^(O) as a combinatorial graph by its adjacency lists. With each %- 
edge, we store the equation describing it. Thus part (i) follows from the planarity of 
^(P ). Complexity of constructing the %(0 ) from the sensor information is O (NlogN) 
using Kirkpatrick’s algorithm (1979) for ^-vertex. Hence the total cost of construction 
of %(0 ) is 0  (N^logN). The R is required to backtrack at most 0 ( N )  times, and each 
time the complexity of path planning is O (N Vlog/V ) using Fredrickson’s (1987) algo­
rithm. Hence the cost of path planning is 0  (/V̂ Vlog/V ) MAP-TABLE is constructed 
by inserting the ^-vertices as they are computed, and hence the cost of construction is 
O (/Vlog/V ). At any ^-vertex v all the vertices adjacent to v are checked to find if they 
are visited. Thus number of table accesses is equal to the degree of v. Thus total 
number of table accesses is equal to twice the total number of edges. Hence the com­
plexity of table accesses is O (/Vlog/V). Hence the theorem. □
Example
We shall now present an example. Consider the terrain shown in Fig. 5.2.1. The 
path taken by a point robot in executing ACQUIRE is shown in Fig. 5.2.2. For a cir­
cular R , we consider the terrain in Fig. 5.2.3. The path taken R in executing 
ACQUIRE is shown in Fig. 5.2.4. Here only the forward traversal is shown in the
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Figure 5.2.3. The Vor ̂ (0) of 0 = {0 i,0 2 ,0 ^} .
figure and the backtrack path is the same in the reverse direction.
5.3. Visit Problem
We briefly discuss the algorithm LV/l v' which navigates R from its present loca­
tion at di to a destination point if such path exists. If there is no path from di to 
di^i, then R will declare the same in a finite amount of time. This algorithm is 
directly obtained from the section 2.5.1. Hence we have the following theorems. 
Theorem 5.3.1: In executing the algorithm LNAV by a point (circular) R ,
(i) the number o f scan operations is at most 5N—n —2,
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2
Figure 5.2.4. Path taken by circular R in executing ACQUIRE.
(ii) the total distance traversed is at most equal to twice the length o f the depth first 
tree o f^ (0  ) rooted or vq. □
The computational complexity of executing the algorithm LNAV is presented in 
the following theorem along the same lines as the previous section.
Theorem 5.3.2: In executing the algorithm LNAV,
(i) the storage required is 0{N),
(ii) cost o f construction o fT  is O (iV̂ logÂ  ),
(iii) complexity o f path planning is O (Â ^VIogÂ  )
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‘i+l
(a) R escaping out of a concavity
‘i+l
(b)/? moving out of a maze
Figure 5.3,1. Execution of LNAV by a point R .
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(iv) the cost o f construction o f MAP-TABLE is 0 { N \ o ^ ) ,  and the total cost o f 
accesses to MAP-TABLE is O (NlogN ). □
Examples
In Fig. 5.3.1 we show a point robot moving out of a concavity and moving out of 
a maze. In Fig. 5.3.2 we show a point robot moving out of a maze with backtracking. 
The following theorem about GNAV can be obtained along the lines of the similar 
result for the visibility graph based approach.
Theorem 5.3.3: The terrain model will be completely built by point (circular) R in at 
most 5N+M-n  —2 scans, then the execution of each traversal takes no scan operations 
with a time complexity ofO  (NlogN),
In the next chapter we discuss the comparative performance of the visibility 
graph based methods compared to the retraction based methods.
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i  I
(a) R backtracks once
i+l
(b) R backtracks twice 
Figure 5.3.2. Execution of LNAV by a point R .




The performance of the implementations of LNAV, GNAV and ACQUIRE on R 
is characterized by the number of scan operations, distance traversed, and the compu­
tational complexity. In this chapter, we compare the performance of the algorithms 
based on the visibility graph structure with those based on the Voronoi diagram struc­
ture. The performance of the algorithm ACQUIRE is identical to the worst-case per­
formance of the algorithm LNAV. This can be visualized as follows: Let the algo­
rithm LNAV be invoked from the source point di and is required to reach the destina­
tion point di+i- Let be a point on an obstacle Oi. In this case R will visit all the 
^-vertices and will declare that is not reachable. By the terrain-visibility property 
R has ‘seen’ all the points in the free-space. This case exactly corresponds to an invo­
cation of the algorithm ACQUIRE from di. Here, we use the worst-case of algorithm 
LNAV or equivalently an invocation of algorithm ACQUIRE as a basis for com­
parison.
6.2. Performance Parameters
We compare the performance of the algorithms based on the visibility graph 
based methods with those based on Voronoi diagram based methods based on the 
nature of paths, number of scan operations, and distance traversed. We consider two- 
dimensional terrains in our discussion.
176
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(a) R using VG *(0)  navigates along obstacle edges
(b) R using Vor j(0  ) keeps away from obstacle edges
Figure 6.2.1. Nature of paths executed by R .
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(a) R using VG (O )
(b) R using Vori(0  )
Figure 6.2.2. R using Vbri(O) may traverse longer paths.
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Nature of Paths
Consider the nature of the paths obtained by using the visibility graph based 
structure. R using these paths may be required navigate along the boundaries of the 
obstacles. In the case of a point robot, the navigation path may contain the obstacle 
edges. In the case of a circular robot, R may be required to move along the obstacle 
edges and also rotate around obstacle vertices. Now, consider the paths generated 
using the Voronoi diagram based approach. The paths always keep R as far away 
from the obstacle boundaries as possible. In Fig. 6.2.1(a) we show the navigation of a 
point R from f  tog using the restricted visibility graph as the navigation course. Note 
that here R grazes along the obstacle boundaries. In Fig. 6.2.1(b) R uses the naviga­
tional course based on the Voronoi diagram, and in this case R keeps away from obs­
tacle edges as far away as possible. In practical implementations, it is very difficult to 
navigate a mobile robot along the obstacle edges. In particular, small errors in the 
control may result in a collision between the obstacle and the robot. From this 
viewpoint the Voronoi methods provide ‘safe’ paths, and are easy to implement. 
However, the paths generated by the Voronoi method tend to be longer thaii those 
obtained by the visibility graph based method. In Fig. 6.2.2 (a), R uses the visibility 
graph based structure to navigate from s \o g . R uses Voronoi based method in Fig. 
6.2.2 (b), and the path in this case is significantly longer than the earlier case.
Using the visibility graph methods, a point robot always navigates along line 
segments. A circular robot using the visibility graph method will be required to rotate 
around a vertex. Whereas a point robot or a circular robot will be required to navigate 
along line segments and second order curves (the V -edges) in the Voronoi method.
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number of sensor A/-C+1 5 N -n -C -2
operations (upper bound)
elementary motion straight line. straight line,
rotation around vertex second order curve
Number of Scan Operations
Let C denote the number of non-convex obstacle vertices of O . The number of 
scan operations in the visibility graph based approach is at most N+1. For a point 
robot, this bound is exactly N-C+1. For a circular robot, this bound is the number of 
convex vertices contained in F, which could be in the worst-case N -C+1. In the 
Voronoi diagram method for a point robot the upper bound on the number of scan 
operations is 5N- n —2-C.  For a circular robot this bound is the number of ̂ -vertices 
contained in F minus the number of truncated % vertices, and this figure could be
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(a) Depth-first tree on VG (O ) rooted at dg
(b) Depth-first tree on Vor i(D ) rooted at do
Figure 6.2.3. Example where Vdri(O) gives rise to a larger bound on the distance 
traversed.
5 N -n -2 —C in a worst-case. Although in terms of the order of complexity both the 
methods have a complexity of 0(N ) ,  the visibility graph based method has a better 
bound in terms of the exact number of the scan operations.
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(b) Depth-first tree on VG* (P)  rooted at do
(c) Depth-first tree on Vor ̂ {0 ) rooted at dg
Figure 6.2.4. Example where VG*{O) gives rise to a larger bound in the distance 
traversed.
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Distance traversed
In both the methods, the upper bound on the distance traversed is twice the 
length of the depth-first tree rooted at the start vertex. Fig. 6.2.3 shows a case where 
the bound for the visibility graph based method is better than that based on Voronoi 
method. In Fig. 6.2.4 we show the case where the latter is better than the former. We 
show E{Q)  and part of the Voronoi diagram in Fig. 6.2.4 (a). The depth-first tree on 
the VG {O ) is shown in Fig. 6.2.4 (b), whereas that for VoriiO  ) is shown in Fig. 6.2.4 
(c).
6.3. Computational Complexity
We discuss the computational costs involved in the construction of %{0), the 
complexity of path planning, complexity of storage, and the complexity of stack 
operations.







storage 0(N^) 0 (N )
construction 0(N^) OiN^logN)
path planning 0 (^ 3 ) O i N ^ o g N )
Stack operations 0(NhogN) 0 (N  logN)
overall time complexity 0(N^) 0 (V^logV)
We first discuss the case of a point robot. A summary of the complexities is
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presented in table 6.3.1. It is clear that the adjacency list of the visibility graph can be 
directly obtained from the scan information. Thus the construction cost for this case is 
0(N^)  as opposed to the construction cost of 0(7V l̂ogA^) of the retraction based 
method. Similarly Voronoi method has better complexity in path planning and stack 
operations. Overall in terms of the tot^ computational complexity the Voronoi 
method has better complexity of 0(NhogN)  compared to 0(N^)  of visibility graph 
based method. Note that the overall time complexity of the visibility graph based 
method is dominated by the path planning part whereas that of Voronoi method is 
dominated by the construction cost. Further more the storage complexity of Voronoi 
based methods is O (V) as opposed to O (N^) of the visibility graph method.







storage 0(N^) 0 (N )
construction OiNhogN) 0(N^logN)
path planning OiN^) 0(N^^|logN)
stack operations 0 (V^logV) 0(VlogV)
overall time complexity 0 (N%gV) 0 (N^logV)
The summary of complexities for a circular robot is presented in table 6.3.2. In 
terms of the storage complexity the Voronoi method is better than the visibility graph 
method. The other complexities remain the same as the case of point robot except the 
construction cost of the visibility graph based method. The construction cost now
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becomes 0 {N h o g ^ ) ,  because the computation of each adjacency list involves the 
implicit computation of r  in the restricted region. The complexity of this is 
0(N^logN) using the algorithm Chew (1985). Note that the Voronoi method has 
better overall time complexity compared to that of visibility graph method. Further­
more, the storage complexity of visibility graph based is O (N^) whereas that in case 
of tlie Voronoi method is 0(N) .  In summary, from the viewpoint of computational 
complexity (both time and space complexity) the Voronoi methods are better than the 
visibility graph based methods.




The focus of our work is to obtain a framework in which we can design and 
analyze algorithms for robot navigation in a terrain whose model is not a priori 
known. The cases where the terrain model is precisely known are well-solved and 
reported in the literature. We dealt with two problems called the visit problem and the 
terrain model acquisition problem. These two problems arose from a practical appli­
cation that deals with the development of a mobile robot for autonomous operation in 
nuclear power plants. We considered a finite-sized two-dimensional terrain populated 
by a finite set of obstacles O = {0 \,02, ' ' ' ,0n }, where Oi is a simple polygon with a 
finite number of vertices. We dealt with a circular body R , of diameter & 0, capable 
of translational and rotational motions. R houses a computational device with storage 
capability. Additionally, R is equipped with a sensor system capable of detecting all 
visible vertices and edges. In the visit problem, the robot is required to navigate 
through a specified sequence of destinations. We defined a new problem, namely the 
terrain model acquisition problem, that requires that the robot obtain the complete 
model of the terrain (in a finite amount of time) such that it can navigate to any reach­
able destination without using the sensor (by employing the path planning algorithms 
of known terrains). The main motivation for this problem is that once the terrain 
model is available, then path planning can be carried out to any destination without 
sensor usage. Also, the global information of the terrain enables the robot to avoid the
186
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local traps and concavities.
We develop an algorithmic paradigm that gives rise to theoretically correct algo­
rithms to solve both the visit problem and the terrain model acquisition problem. The 
technique involves obtaining a graph structure called the navigation course that 
satisfies a list of properties. Further, the solution involves carrying out a ‘graph 
exploration’ type of navigation using the navigation course. The navigation course in 
initially unknown, but it is incrementally constructed using the sensor information. 
The robot keeps navigating ‘on the navigational course’ till it finds its destination (for 
solving visit problem) or till the terrain model is completely buUt (for solving terrain 
model acquisition problem). Thus the same strategy solves both the problems. We 
established the existence of correct algorithms to solve the visit and the terrain model 
acquisition problem using an abstract navigation course that satisfies the properties of 
finiteness, connectivity, terrain-visibility and local-constructibility. Intuitively speak­
ing, the navigational course is a type of ‘rail road’ or ‘road map’ the robot holds onto 
in its pursuit for destination (in case of visit problem) or completion of terrain model 
(in case of the terrain model acquisition problem). Further more, in the solution to the 
visit problem we incorporate incidental learning feature into our navigation algo­
rithm. As a result the robot learns about the terrain as it executes its navigational mis­
sion. We also provide a test which the robot uses to identify a stage at which the 
en^'re terrain in completely known. At this stage, the robot switches off its sensors 
and the further navigation is completely carried out using the path planning algorithms 
of known terrains. Note that no more sensor operations are needed for future naviga­
tion.
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7.2. Implementation on HERMIES-II Robot
The algorithms for solving the visit problem and the terrain model acquisition 
problem based on the visibility graph structures have been implemented. The terrain 
model acquisition algorithm based on the modified visibility graph structure is imple­
mented on the HERMIES-n robot at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), Oak 
Ridge, Tennessee. The algorithms LNAV and GNAV are implemented on a simulator 
for HERMIES-n. In this section we briefly present the details of these implementa­
tions.
HERMIES-n is a mobile robot currently being developed at the Center for 
Engineering Systems Advanced Research (CESAR) at ORNL for autonomous opera­
tion in hostile environments, particularly radiation-prone nuclear zones. See Weisbin 
et al (1986) and Jorgensen et al (1986) for more details. HERMIES-n is equipped 
with a sonar ring, and is capable of rotary and translational motions. The sonar ring 
returns the distance to the obstacles in angular steps of 4 degrees covering the 360 
degrees range. The host computer for HERMIES-II is the NCUBE supercomputer. 
The computations are carried out on the NCUBE and the commands are dispatched to 
HERMIES-n through a radio link. Furthermore, the sensory data obtained thorough a 
360 degree scan using the sonar data is transmitted back to the NCUBE through the 
radio link.
The algorithm ACQUIRE is implemented and successfully tested on 
HERMIES-n in the laboratory floor. The obstacles consisted of vertical boxes; the 
cross-section of each box is a rectangle. The sonar readings are used to compute the 
comers of the boxes. The computed cross-section turned out to be larger than the
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actual dimensions due to sonar errors. The implementation is completely housed on 
the NCUBE. The programming is carried out in the languages C and FORTRAN-77. 
The computation is entirely carried out on the NCUBE and the commands such as 
MOVE, ROTATE and SCAN are dispatched to the HERMIES-II through the radio 
link. The scan information is transmitted back to NCUBE, where it is processed to 
obtain the obstacle comers that are visible from the present location of HERMIES-II.
Practical Issues
The algorithm ACQUIRE is executed by keeping the obstacles in several 
configurations. We have encountered rather challenging practical implementation 
problems during our experimentation. The executions are considerably effected by 
the errors in sensing and movements. The sonar returned rather imprecise distance 
measurements. Furthermore the sensing is carried out in discrete angular steps which 
introduces sampling error due to discrete measurement We conservatively estimated 
‘bigger’ obstacles in order to overcome some of the errors. Rigorous methods that are 
robust with respect to the sensor errors would be extremely useful for practical imple­
mentations. In particular, the navigation algorithms that are based on the discrete 
range information will be of theoretical interest also. The movements - both transla­
tional and rotational - are associated with errors. These errors are small in case of 
individual movements, but, such errors could build up to considerable proportions 
over a large number of movements. As a result the robot runs out of calibration after 
executing a large number of traversals. It would be interesting to develop algorithms 
that are relatively insensitive to movement errors. We conclude that the aspects 
involving practical implementation open up several challenging theoretical and




The algorithms LNAV and GNAV based on the modified visibility graph 
VGf (O ) are implemented on a simulator for HERMIES-II. The simulator runs on 
IBM PC/XT under INSTANT C environinent. The world model is given as input to 
the simulator at the beginning. The simulator supports motion commands MOVE and 
ROTATE, and also sensor command SCAN. A set of navigation courses are executed 
using LANV (repeatedly applying LNAV for each traversal) and also using GNAV. 
After executing each navigation course, the paths traversed by /? are displayed using 
graphics routines.
7.3. Future Directions
Theoretical extensions to our work include considering the three-dimensional 
terrains populated by polyhedral obstacles and the mobile robots of several geometric 
shapes including moving platforms with arms mounted on-board. Notice that the 
solution paradigm presented here is general. We can apply this strategy to these cases 
by identifying the suitable navigation courses for the problem scenario. The other 
direct generalizations include considering obstacles bounded by higher degree sur­
faces.
In our treatment we considered the navigation courses based on the visibility 
graph and the Voronoi diagram. It would be interesting to see if any other types of 
geometric structures serve as candidates for navigation courses. In particular we can 
consider the dual of triangulation of O . The free-space is triangulated and the dual is
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a graph in which each triangle is represented by a node, and two nodes are connected 
if and only if the corresponding triangles share a triangulating line segment. It can be 
shown that this dual satisfies the properties of finiteness, connectivity, terrain- 
visibility and local-constructibility for a point robot. Similar dual can be defined in 
the case of a visibility-cell complex. Here the free-space is partitioned into cells by 
sweeping a line in a direction, and obtaining a cell as the line changes from one obsta­
cle edge to the other. For a point robot, we can show that this dual could as be used as 
a navigational course.
In our treatment R simulates a graph search algorithm on the navigation course. 
In several cases it is possible to utilize the domain specific knowledge to improve the 
search in case of the visit problem. The approach might involve eliminating visist to 
certain ^-nodes by using the domain specific knowledge. It would be interesting to 
see if some techniques of artificial intelligence can be t . ployed to improve the 
‘average-case’ performance of the solution to the visit problem.
We have encountered rather challenging practical implementation problems dur­
ing our experimentation on real-life robot and also on simulators. The executions are 
considerably effected by errors in sensing and the movements. The sonar returned 
rather imprecise distance measurements. Furthermore the sensing is carried out in 
discrete angular steps which introduces sampling error due to discrete measurement. 
Rigorous methods that are robust with respect to the sensor errors would be extremely 
useful for practical implementations. In particular, the navigation algorithms that are 
based on discrete range information will be of theoretical interest also. The move­
ments - both translational and rotational - are associated with errors. These errors are
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small in case of individual movements, but, such errors could build up to considerable 
proportions over a large number of movements. As a result the robot runs out of cali­
bration after executing a large number of traversals. It would be interesting to 
develop algorithms that are relatively insensitive to movement errors. In summary, 
the aspects involving practical implementation open up several challenging theoretical 
and engineering issues.
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